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Compared to what we were using
before, Tieline GSM is better hands
down.

We're pleased with the performance
and quality.

We purchased the Tieline GSM
system primarily for remotes and our
morning show on the road. ))

The Tieline GSM module slots into the
Commander G3 or i-Mix G3 codec and works in
all GSM coverage areas throughout the USA and
in over 200 countries around the world. Insert
your SIM card and you're ready to broadcast.

You can even remote control your talent's audio
input level from the studio during your broadcast.
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today.
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ERI Unveils Anechoic Chamber

Citadel Joins Leading Broadcast Groups in
Accelerated HD Radio Rollout

Highlights of news items from beradio.com from the past month

The sixth largest radio group joins the coalition of 21 broad-
casters that recently announced accelerated plans to convert
stations to HD Radio technology.

Digital Radio Express Signs Armstrong, Bext

The 16,000 cubic foot chamber is believed to be the largest devoted to broadcast antenna applications.

) Pure Digital. Clear Radio.
Radio

The two companies have signed with DRE to be authorized dealers for DRE's FM Extra.

Several HD Radio Products Debut at NAB2005
ADA, Polk, Radiosophy, Rotel, Sanyo and Yamaha are among the companies with new receivers.

NRSC Approves Digital Radio Standard
The group has approved an IBOC standard for the United States and called it NRSC-5.

Find the mic goes monthly!
Since 1998, Radio magazine has placed our mic icon

on each cover of Radio magazine. At the end of
the year we have held a sweepstakes asking you to find

all of them and enter to win prizes.
To make it more fun, we're going monthly.

Each month, tell us where you think the mic icon
is placed on that issue's cover and you could win

a prize courtesy of Transaudio Group.

This month,
enter to win a
Sabro Som SPF
pop filter.

Enter by May 28.
Send your entry to

radio@primediabusiness.com.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

Dolby Pro Logic II Approved for HD Radio
Dolby Pro Logic II decoders are already installed in many
car audio systems and AN receivers.

Stull Promoted to VP of Ibinuity
With his new title of vice president of broadcast business
development, Stull will continue to drive the licensing and
conversion of HD Radio stations and commercialization of
broadcast equipment.

McConnell Rejoins the Harris Team
He returns as district sales manager of the western region
after three years with SAS.

Site Features
The NAB2005 Photo Blog

Review the sights of NAB2005 with the Radio magazine
NAB2005 photo blog, which tracked the daily activities from
the convention.

Today in Radio History
The dates from the 2005 Radio Industry Calendar are
available online.

Stay Informed with Our E-mail Newsletters
Get the Radio magazine headlines delivered to your e-mail
box every Monday morning in the Currents Online Weekly
E-mail.Twice each month we report on the latest news in
IBOC with the IBOC Update newsletter. And when a
convention approaches, use the NAB Insider and NAB
Radio Update to prepare for the show.Subscribe to any of
them today for the latest radio technology headlines.
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Viewpoint

Three for the show

ow that NAB2005 is behind us, our atten-
tion turns to the post -show impressions.
While our next issue will cover many of the
details from the convention, the timing for
the May issue allows me the chance to
share some brief thoughts from the elec-
tronic media bonanza. In general, three
terms can summarize most of the discus-
sion I heard at the convention.

IBOC. Terrestrial digital radio continues
to be a hot topic. For the past few years,the
Ibiquity HD Radio system has been the
system getting all the attention from the
exhibitors and in the sessions. However,
HD Radio is not the only IBOC technology.

Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) has been
gaining interest, and it's now common to
see transmitters with the ability to work
with the system. There are some who
would rather adopt DRM than HD Radio for
AM in the United States, but Ibiquity has the
lead currently. Technology adoption can
be fickle, so it's still something to watch.

The newest introduction for FM is from
Digital Radio Express, a company that was
active with an IBOC system a few years ago
before going underground. The compa-
ny's new introduction is called FM Extra,
which is a digital transmission system
using an FM station's subcarrier spec-
trum. Demonstrations of the system were
provided by Armstrong and Bext, and it
created quite a buzz on the convention

floor. This is one to watch for a variety
of reasons.

One added push for IBOC
came from the NRSC, which
adopted NRSC-5 during the
convention. This standardiz-
es the technology for IBOC
transmission, of which Ibiq-
uity's HD Radio is a specific
implementation. This
move is expected to help
push the IBOC rollout.

MulticastThe term may
be relatively new, but the
concept has been dis-
cussed for two years al-

ready. Call it Tomorrow Radio,Supplemental Audio Chan-
nel or Supplemental Program Service, it provides an FM
station the ability to transmit multiple program streams via
a single carrier. Fortunately,the term multichannel-which
was too easily confused with surround-sound-has been
dropped. Stations see multicasting as a new source of
revenue, adding value to the HD Radio system.

While surround has some interest behind it, many see it
as a special feature instead of something that will drive
IBOC acceptance. For some stations, surround may be a
full-time offering. For many,) believe that multicasting will
be the norm, with special programs and features dedicated
to the use of surround.

The third term forconvention buzz is not surround.While
the subject was raised many times, it's because of the
special nature for its use that I don't see it as a convention
buzzword. In addition, stations are already capable of
creating an additional mono orstereo program stream, but
producing, storing and routing surround information is a
new concept that is just beginning to be recognized. In fact,
right afterthe convention, a certain unmoderated e-mail list
(which is little more than a chat room anymore) devoted
lots of time to rhetoric and unfounded name calling, which
shows that this is a technology yet to be fully understood
and implemented.

Podcasting. It's not a bad word for radio, yet many seem
to fear the idea. While many enthusiasts providing pod -
casts from their cars and homes, the production is far from
the professional offering that a radio station can create.
Nearly every automation system on display offered some-
thing that could be used to create a podcast. While some
broadcasters see it as a fierce competitor to their terrestrial
broadcasts, others embrace it as a new revenue stream.
Regardless, it is a technology that must be watched.
The irony is that many exhibitors, including the NAB,

offered 1pods as giveaways. Some attendees saw this as the
demise of radio as we know it. In reality, change is good.

In general, the convention carried a positive feel. The
registered attendance figures are up.The exhibitors seemed
satisfied with the audience. The attendees seemed happy
with the exhibits and sessions.

Overall, 2005 was a good year for the NAB convention.!

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherer@primediabusiness.com

E-mail: radios primediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905
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IN THE MIDDLE
OF THE ACTION...
LIVE, FROM
IRAQ.
Armed with little more than two microphones and a Matrix,
TE C Leitner of XPRS, The Mighty 1090, brpodcast his radio

k show LIVE during morning drive from the Al Asad-Ma-
rine Bose in Iraq. Leitner is facilitating on -air live communi-
cction between troops and their families back home in San
D -ego, as well as bringing abng special guests from the San
Jego sports world, iicluding several of the San Diego Char-
ger Girls. "Keeping the spirits of o.:r armed forces up is what
.ts all about." said Ted, "Nothing beats bringing a little piece
of home to our troops stationed aproad. Thanks Comrex!"
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Matrix Portable:
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-emotes. The results? "our listeners become the most
generous people on the 'ace of the planet.

MatriX ack:
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great home base. And there's nothing better tran the Ma-rix
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for receiving those calls frpm the field. Make the Mat -ix Rack
the center of communications for ALL your remotes.

Toll Free: 8004374776- www.00mrex_com  e-rrail: info@comrex.com
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RF Engineering

Installing AM IBOC
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

he basic installation of an AM IBOC trans-
mitter is similar to that for an FM IBOC
installation with varying exceptions re-
quired by the different system of operation.
Although new AM stations are still being
built, the majority of AM transmitters that
are being converted to IBOC will be exist-
ing facilities that will have to be modified
to handle digital transmission and opera-
tion. A typical existing AM station will
require considerable attention to its audio
and studio facilities, but the majority of

IBOC AM - Hybrid Mode

Figure 1. The greatly increased use of sidebands in AM IBOC requires
maximum antenna system bandwidth.

work will probably involve modifications
to the existing transmission system.

The basic items to considerare the meth-
od of producing AM IBOC, the radiator
system and transmission lines, the trans-
mitter itself, possible changes in primary
power requirements and the STL.

Upgrade or all -new
If an existing facility is being upgraded,

several areas will require consideration
before final project plans are prepared.
The first one is site security. Unfortunately,

the days of rather haphazard and sketchy security are long
gone. Steel fences around tower bases and studio/
transmitter buildings are requisite these days. Many of us
can recall going out to a remote transmitter in a relatively
insecure building on a dark night and not feeling in much
danger. Today conditions call for high steel fences,fortress-
type building construction and well -illuminated areas. If
the newly acquired site is a building with other businesses,
security is the first requirement that must be satisfied.

In addition to robbery and vandalism safeguards, protec-
tion must be provided against fire and also to ensure primary
power supply continuity. This calls for a UPS. How these
items are handled depends on local conditions as well as
budget considerations. However, they are of primary
importance. These items apply equally to digital or hybrid
operation but they warrant careful consideration.

An existing AM operation may be assumed to have an
operating AM antenna. If thestation is non -directional, less
antenna work is required. The FM antenna can be mounted
on the existing AM tower and the most convenient method
of getting the FM line across the base insulator can be used.
Remember that even though an isolator is used a new base
operating impedance measurement will be required. In

the event that a shunt -fed AM antenna is being used this
measurement is not as critical.

In the case of a directional array, the addition of an FM
antenna on one of the towers may cause more work. If one
of the towers is already supporting an auxiliary antenna use
this tower to support the new FM antenna, provided that the
tower will carry the load of the new antenna and transmis-
sion equipment. Once again, be sure to get a structural
engineer's report before adding the new antenna.

In with the new
Someone will need to decide the fate of the old trans-

mitting equipment. Unless the existing AM transmitter is
new, install a solid-state transmitter because it will have
been designed with new techniques in mind and will
handle IBOC without any problems. Unfortunately, tube
transmitters seem to have more trouble with linearity,and
good linearity is essential for hybrid and all -digital AM
IBOC operation.

Keep in mind that space may be required for a hybrid
injector and combiner in the transmitter room. However,
the IBOC system is constantly changing and improving
itself so that eventually one may not be required.

Space for the new transmitter will be required adjacent
to the existing transmitter and possibly any other addi-
tional RF equipment. In the case of a directional station,
don't do anything to change the transmission lines length
between the phasor and the tower bases. This caveat also
applies to the antenna monitor lines because any changes

10 May 2005 Raditt_ninuazine www.bemdio.com
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RF Engineering

to the transmission lines or the antenna
monitor lines will automatically involve a
new partial proof of performance.

Wider is better
Successtul AM IBOC transmission re-

quires adequate bandwidth in the AM
antenna. Figure 1 shows the basic typical
hybrid AM IBOC waveform and the effect
of inadequate bandwidth can easily be
observed. A transmitter and antenna
system suitable for stereo AM for hybrid
IBOC should work well.

Fine-tune the antenna system as closely
as possible to 5011+j0 impedance and the
sidebands should be symmetrical with
amplitude symmetry as near as possible to
0.02dB. This will ensure proper quadrature
operation and minimize crosstalk between
analog and digital channels.

In many cases deep nulls in directional
antenna patterns result in inferior reception
in regular AM operation. This is usually
caused by rapid changes in antenna char-
acteristics at the side band frequencies.

This factor should be considered when selecting an AM
operation for conversion to hybrid IBOC because deep
null reception is frequently poor under these conditions.
Consider this point long before deciding on an AM oper-
ation to be converted to AM hybrid 1BOC.

Additional rack space will be required to accommodate
equipment for the new digital signals, such as audio
processing. Audio considerations should follow along the
same lines as those for digital IBOC operation, and modi-
fied as required for the digital and analog portion of the
hybrid installation. The IBOC signal will only be as good
as the audio that is fed into the transmitter. This means that
all studio wiring must be in accordance with AES specifi-
cations. If excessive bit reduction is used, audio degrada-
tion can occur. When planning audio monitoring systems
remember the time delay caused by IBOC.

Treatments for STL problems and requirements depends
on the type of installation, path considerations, audio
processing and budget. If the audio processing is at the
studio,two audio paths may be required. If audio process-
ing is the at the transmitter site, a single STL system may be
used. To obtain maximum AM IBOC performance system
equivalence to an AM stereo system will be needed.The
second generation of IBOC transmission equipment sim-
plifies this process with an exporter and importer. I
E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.

BSW is the sole
domestic U.S. dealer
for Arrakis X -mixer products

-BSW
800.426.8434
www.bswusa.com

DIGITAL CONSOLE

10 AND 14 04ANNEL MODELS

DIGITAL AND ANALOGIO

TELEPH.ONE INTERFACE

STARTS UNDER 15,495
970-451-0730 www. arrakis-systems corn
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Mosaic

Art meets technology in the latest digital
console from Logitek. Like its namesake, the
Mosaic uses individual pieces (modules) to
make up a work of art for your facility.

The Fader module contains all controls for
two input channels. Narrow and wide
Softkey modules supply user programmable
buttons for extensive machine and router
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source and gain controls for a speaker and
two headphone outputs as well as intercom
controls. Narrow and wide Meter bridges
are equipped with an LED high resolution
meter as well as user configurable LCD

screens for display of auxiliary meters, clock,
timers, talk delay or user graphics.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
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For more information, contact us today.
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FCC Update

Big changes for LPFM, FM translators
By Harry Martin

n th
forum on
filedjn M
(MAP), th

of the FCC's February public
and an emergency petition

h by the Media Access Project
mmission has adopted chang-

es in its rules that will immediately benefit
LPFM operators and applicants. It also has
proposed sweeping changes in the rela-
tionship between LPFM stations and FM
translators and adopted a six-month freeze
on the processing of applications for new
translator stations pending resolution of
these proceedings.

In its petition MAP argued that just two
applicants filed more than 4,000 applica-
tions for new FM translator stations with the
specific intent of selling them to other
parties. The two applicants have opposed
the emergency petition, arguing that MAP
failed to demonstrate any violation of Com-
mission rules. In addition, they argued that
improper ex parte contacts were made by
a former commissioner on behalf of the
MAP petition, in violation of the Commis-
sion's rules.

For its part, the Commission released its
Second Order on Reconsideration and
Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in
the long -running LPFM proceeding. In this
latest order, the FCC amended the LPFM
rules to provide additional flexibility for
LPFM licensees in modifying their autho-
rized facilities. Specifically, LP -100 licens-
ees may now file applications at any time
to move their transmitter sites up to 5.6
kilometers (the former limit was 2 kilome-
ters).The Commission authorized the Media
Bureau to extend the construction period
for LPFM stations to three years instead of
the current 18 months.

The Commission seeks comment on sev-
eral issues relating to the long-term opera-
tion of the LPFM service, including:

 whether LPFM licensees should be able
to assign their licensees to other qualified
entities;

 whether the FCC should extend the
period during which mutually exclusive
LPFM applicants may reach time-share
agreements from 30 days to 90 days;

 whether the Commission should permit the renewal of
licensees that were granted on the basis of an involuntary
time-share arrangement between two or more parties;

whether to require that all LPFM licenses be restricted to
local entities;

 whether to extend the prohibition on entities holding
more than one LPFM license.

Elevated status
But the most significant question raised for comment is

whether the Commission should give primary interference
protection to LPFM stations over translator facilities, includ-
ing licensed translators. The Commission suggested that
such a preference may be warranted because LPFM sta-
tions,unlike translators,originate programming. The signif-
icance of the source of programming may be particularly
striking where noncommercial translators are concerned:
NCE translators in the reserved band can be located
hundreds or thousands of miles from the community in
which their programming is being originated.

Also, the Commission seeks comment on whether all
pending translator applications should be dismissed in
anticipation of a new LPFM filing window, or alternatively,
whether the only applications that would be dismissed
would be those found to be mutually exclusive with the
LPFM applications filed in the window. Alternatively, the
Commission suggested that it might make primary status
for LPFM stations prospective only, which would obviate
any such dismissals.

In light of these questions, the Commission ordered the
Media Bureau to immediately stop processing all pending
translator applications that were filed as part of the August
2003 filing window.
Martin is president of the Federal Communications Bar Asso-
ciation and a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, Arlington,
VA. E-mail martin@thhlaw.com.

June is the deadline for radio stations in Arizona,
Idaho, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah and Wyoming
to file their 2005 renewal applications, biennial
ownership reports and EEO program reports.

June 1 also is the date for radio stations in Califor-
nia to begin their pre -filing renewal announcements.

Califcrnia radio stations must file their renewal
applications, biennial ownership reports and EEO
program reports on Aug. 1, 2005.

Erratum: Last month we reported that Michigan
and Ohio radio stations are required to file their
renewal applications by June 1. That deadline
applies to Michigan and Ohio TV rather than radio
stations, which filed in 2004.

14 May 2005 Radio magazine www.beradio.com
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By Chriss Scherer, editor

Wcall them automation systems,
which is an accurate name, al-
though the function of these

systems have grown into their name more
and more. The humble beginnings of a
system to automate the functions of an
announcer with a mechanical, tape -
based machine are only a small part of
the wide range of functions that can be
handled today. It starts with audio storage and
playback as a primary function, but the capability to handle data,
schedule events and control additional equipment are just some
of the enhanced features.

Computer -based automation systems saw initial acceptance as
replacements for cart machines. This practical use has made cart
machines almost completely disappear from regular use. Most
stations considering an automation system today are probably
looking to replace or upgrade an existing system.

What sets each system apart?
At first glance, most systems have certain

similar function, features and appearance.
The most popular operating system is
Windows. There are a few that are built to
run on Linux. While Linux has a strong
following and it has shown to be a reli-

able operating system, the proliferation of
Windows gives this operating system an

advantage from a user's standpoint, but also
simplifies maintenance.

The first step before making any decision is to see it in action before
you buy it. Get the demo and operational tour from the manufacturer
to get a feel for what it can do. Ask questions unique to your
operation. Pose specific scenarios and ask to see the solution.

Once this is done, find some experienced users and ask them
about their systems. Don't stop with one. Everyone has his
preference for software, and one person having a problem could

16 May 2005 Radio magazine www.beradio.com
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Available ISDN Option

Leading POTS Codecs Compared.
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IS kHz

Yes, Ada Ethernet port
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and supplied driver
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look -ahead limiter by Onmia

Remote Control No RS -232 and dedicated computer Ethernet via Web browser

Sum Dial Storage 19 Numbers SO Numbers 100 Soothers

Frequently -Used Settings Storage none none 30

Standards -based PUTS Coder No Proprietary No - Proprietary Yes - aacPlus (MPEG DEAAC)

Transmit -Receive Quality Display

Contact Closures

Display Resolution

No

120x32 LCD

Yes Yes

3

I20x32 LCD 128x64 LCD

Analog Cell Phone Interface Optional Standard Standard

Mixer Inputs 1 mic. I mic / line 2 mic / line I mic, I line

Phantom Power No No les - 12 volt

Automatic Voice -Grade Backup No No Yes

Power Supply External External internal auto -switching

Local Mix Audio Outputs
Headphone Yes Yes Yes
line Level Yes No Yes

!Meet Receive Audio Output No Yes Si,

Uses ISDN at the Studio Side for No No Yes - your Zephyr Rstream
Becomes universal POTS

and ISDN codec.

5850.00 (adds MPEG 13 & G.722) 1850.00 (adds G.722) 549 TOO (adds G.722 & state-of-
the-art AA(: -ID for

high fidelity and low delay)

I ist Price:* $3,700.00 $3,650.00 $2,495.00' 1

The world's most advanced POTS codec
is also the world's lowest priced POTS codec.

AUDIO I NETWORKS

Refers to base MSRP mthout ISDN option as of 5/1/04 The Telos logo, Zephyr, Zephyr )(stream. Zephyr Sport are all registered trademark of TLS Corponetion. ). 2004 aacPlus (TM) Coding Techlologles
Comm...Tieline and associated trademarks are property of their respective owners. Product spefications quoted 'rum manufacturer's most current pubiished documentation at brine of printing.



be tha person's own under-
standing of the system. Talk to
more than one type of user as

well. Talk to the engineer, program direc-
tor, production director and announcer if

you can.
Once you have a system or two in mind, arrange a

demo for some station personnel to evaluate its
operation. Allow them to see the system and how it
works, and not the system as demonstrated by the
sales person. Ultimately,this system will be the center
of your content management system, so it deserves
the appropriate attention to detail.

Systems come in all price ranges and feature sets.
Some are sold only in complete packages while
others can be assembled a la carte by adding
modules or sets of features as they are needed.
Another approach is fora manufacturer to provide
the software alone while the user provides the
hardware, or to bundle both together. The advan-
tage to having software and hardware in one bun-
dle is that the system is tested as a complete system,
which limits the unknown variables. If you choose
the software -only approach, don't scrimp on the
hardware and try to use the cheapest computers
you can find. Software is only as reliable as the
hardware that supports it.

In the last few years, product support has shifted

from all-inclusive and free to providing tiers of service based on
support packages. This concept is new to broadcasters,but with the
profit margins on software being as close as they are, companies
can't afford to offer their complete resources for every user.

An important part of the system is the computer audio card. While
the automation system needs to be reliable and robust, the final audio
output needs to del iver the best possible qual ity.There is a wide range
of professional audio cards available, all of which are designed to
work well within Windows. Many also have Linux drivers.

Routing audio is common in any facility, but new concepts in
audio management are being applied to radio. Digital audio-
typically the AES-3 format-is in wide use, and sound card manu-
facturers offer models to provide AES-3 connectivity. Newer formats,
such as Cobranet or Livewire, use a Cobranet or Ethernet card to
provide the audio connection. This function is based in software
drivers and the hardware interface, so in most cases, the automation
system doesn't really care about the audio output format.

While some systems have broadened their scope to provide
systems for any application, others have tuned their systems for
specific uses, such as newsroom content or satellite automation.
These tailored applications often interact with other systems, so it
might work to your advantage to consider a different newsroom
system to complement the on -air system.

The least resistance
If you are changing automation system manufacturers, be prepared

for the announcers to rebel. Even if the outgoing system is the most
difficult to use and completely unreliable, the announcers will likely

istaytuf yew, Affatletaithii&eili
Broadcast Sales:
Mid -South Sales
Bob Mayben > bobmayben@usa.net
Voice (877) 391-2650

Central Sales Office
Bernie O'Brien > bernieob@earthlink.net
Cell (731) 695-1714

West Coast Sales Office
Doug Tharp > dougt@scmsinc.com
Sales (866) 673-9267

Mid -West Sales Office
Mary Schnelle > marys@scmsinc.com
Sales (513) 899-3036

South -Atlantic Sales Office
Art White > whitearthur@bellsouth.net
Sales (770) 632-1295

North-East Sales Office
Jim Peck > jpeck001@scmsinc.com
Sales (315) 623-7655

South-West Sales Office
Tyler Callis > tylerc@scrnync.com
Office (877) 699-9151

ProAudio & Commercial Sound:
Southeast Sales
Ric Goldstein > rickygee@bellsouth.net
Voice (919) 661-8190

Contact the knowledgable
f SCMS Sales Group!

Toll FREE 1-800-438-6040
1-704-889-4508

Fax 1-704-889-4540

Ask for BOB, MIKE,
ERNIE or MATT

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE
Pineville, N.C.

INC.

KO, KNOW WE KNOW RAE

www.scmsinc.com
e-mail sales@scmsinc.com
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The extra bits
IBOC richness is in the data
By Chths Scherer, editor

Enhancements over the existing analog service have been part of the
promise of completing the digital transition in radio. An improve-
ment in audio quality is cited most often to consumers because this

change is easy to demonstrate. More recently, Supplemental Program Ser-
vice and surround sound have been added to the audio improvement list.
Throughout the transition, the ability to transmit data has been listed as an
enhancement as well. This change leaves more to the imagination of the

broadcaster, which makes
it harder to evaluate and
fully understand the ben-
efit. Now that consumers
have come to recognize
and value the enhanced dis-
plays of satellite radio,
Internet radio and RBDS,
IBOC is poised to provide
this ability and more.

Data has always been a
part of the IBOC plan, but it is just being recognized for its current and
future capabilities. In the HD Radio system, there are three parts of the
data stream: Main Program Service (MPS), Station Information Service
(SIS) and Advanced Application Service (AAS). These are all part of the
IBOC service interface, which dictates how data is transmitted. IBOC is
a pipe that transmits data, with a large chunk of the data being audio.

The Main Program Service provides the data functions that consumers
are already accepting from the familiar media offerings. The MPS Pro-
gram Service Data (PSD) provides a description of the current audio
segment such as artist name and song title.

The MPS uses an information format that is described by the ID3 stan-
dard. This format includes fields called title, artist, album, genre, comment
and commercial. Figure 1 shows the type of information that can be used
in these fields depending on the type of audio being transmitted. Most if
not all of this information is already stored in a station's automation system.
The leading automation systems provide a utility to format or map the
fields to be delivered with the audio. This data can be provided via an
Ethernet, serial or other data connection. For HI) Radio, this stream is an
easy payload that requires less than 1.516kb/s to deliver.

The data is formatted through an MPS Program Service Data -enabled
Program Server. The MPS PSD data requires a relatively slow data rate
of 1.2kb/s, which must be transmitted along side the audio to the trans-
mitter. The data can be serial or Ethernet.

ow), FM1

Title: gar 102.7
Artist: Bost of the 80s and more

102.7 Oil WU 105.1 103.3 101.1

PSD displays will provide more than just artist name
and song title.

PADding the truth
he ability to display program -
associated data (PAD), such as

artist name and song title, is a
common quest whether it is used
fc r RBDS, a station's website or
HD Radio. This information is al-
ready stored in the automation
system, so it should be an easy
matter to send the data to the HD
Radio exciter.

Easier said than done.
The data input on an HD Radio

eKciter is a TCP/IP port with spe-
clfic parameters. The output of a
station's automation system is not
the same format. It might be
Ethernet, but it could also be a se-
rial stream, XML or a disk file. In
addition, the data stream may be
loaded with information, so ex-
tracting certain fields may be a
cnallenge. Making the two com-

problem.
Some automation manufactur-

ers provide an interface to feed
an RBDS encoder or HD Radio
exciter. For many broadcasters,
t le interface problem has been
urned over to a third party, such
as the Radio Experience or
Dmarc Broadcasting, to facilitate
tne data transition. In rare cases,
stations may elect to roll their
own interface, but programming
the translation from one system
to another can be a daunting task.

Clean data
One obstacle in displaying PAD

from an automation system is that
the information entered into the

continued on pate 3
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"When accuracy counts, count on Belar"
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Extra bits
Irformation please

Today, the Station Information Service is a com-
mon information channel for all modes of IBOC. It
provides the station ID in a short and long form (call
le-.ters and station slogan or moniker). Planned en-
hancements to this data string will be used by a re-
ceiver to immediately identify available services of
the station. It will instruct a receiver that the station
offers traffic information, programming ir surround
scund, general location information and other data.
It includes provisions for future expandability, such
as an enhanced electronic program guide (EPG) and
a station message that can be changed depending on
the daypart.

Genre
Comment
Commercial

Figure 1. The types of informaticn that could be plac ad into the
PS data fields.

Looking to the future, the Advanced Application
Services provide the ability to deliver new features. On-

demand audio, reading services, traffic information and
telematics are some of the capabilities of AAS.

Adding a data stream
To describe how data is inserted into an HD Ra-

dio transmission, we first need to understand how
the HD Radio signal is created. In the first generation
of HD Radio exciters, all the functions were in one
unit, so audio and data were fed into that Dne device.
The drawback to this design is that all the elements
must be delivered to the IBOC exciter. Creating a
linear path for the stereo audio and data could require
a path capable of delivering more than 1 44Mb/s. It
also required all the transmission equipment to reside
at the transmitter site.

To make more efficient use of the spectrum needed
to send audio to the transmitter, the second generation
of HD Radio exciter was developed. Th:s separated
the functions of encoding audio and da-a from the
modulation. It also reduces bandwidth requirement for
an STL from 1.44A/ibis to about 356kb/s.

In this split operation mode, three devices comprise
the HD Radio chain.

The Exporter handles the encoding of the primary
Main Program Service (AC'S) audio and program ser-
vice data (PSD). This device currently operateE on Linux.

PADding the data
,onti lured from puff 1

sys:em may net hay -3 been keyed in a form that is
suitable for the public. It's not profane, but the short -
hard used may be cryptic or confusing. For example,
the word "tonight" in a song title may have been
shc rtened to "2nite." Both are understood, but the
cor-ect word is clear.ar.

If this data is not ready for display to the public, the
information needs to be corrected or updated. The
Muse Database and All Music Guide are two large
databases of song aid album information that can
be -eferenced to import the data when music is im-
ported into an autorr ation system. In the case of the
Radio Experience, song data is cleaned before dis-
playing by comparing the song to a "clean" data-
base to ensure that the displayed information is ready
to be displayed on the air or online.

An HD Radio display will pro-
vide now playing information
on some station websites.

For HD Radio, the minimum information that should
be displayed is the rtist name and song title. Some
stations are already displaying the album name. Ad-
ditional information may be displayed as well, some
of which is related to what is currently playing, but
nct just about the ct, rrent song. Some refer to this as
near -PAD. For example, when a song from the Dave
M atthews Band is p aying, the usual PAD can be dis-
pl ayed, but simply rotating this information for four
m nutes is not an e-fective use of the display. Near -
PAD could inc ude concert dates, ticket information,
fa :ts about the banc or song, or possibly a contest to
w n the CD, song dovnload or concert tickets. As near -
PAD sees more use /he type of information displayed
w II likely expand.

Iso, adding near -PAD really needs to be a function

continued on page 6

Image credits:
Pagel  Radio image cou tesy of Ibiquity Digital.
Page 6 - ID3 diagram cou-tesy of ID3 and Ibiquity Digital.

The DAB Answer Snits is an ongoing series of supplements that
covers the technology of digital audio broadcasting.
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Open Mic
The possibilities of data

hile the fields of the HD Radio data stream are
defined, the information that stations can pro-

vide is open. We talked to two broadcasters who are
looking ahead to the possibilities of HD Radio data.

Marty Hadfield
Vice President of Engineering
Entercom Communications
Seattle

How are your stations using the
data capabilities of HD Radio?

Entercom has implemented RBDS
at all its FM stations, allowing us to
display program -associated data

(PAD) such as artist name and song title. Once IBOC
is activated at a station, it is expected to provide at
least the same data -display capability on the digital
signal as it does on the analog. In most cases, the
IBOC display also displays additional fields when avail-
able, such as the title of the album.

What future data -display enhancements do you an-
ticipate incorporating with IBOC?

At a minimum we will probably display the album
jacket artwork, which is already being displayed on
our stations' enhanced websites.This will make the
HD Radio receiver look similar to the website "now
playing" presence. Later on, once a data back chan-
nel becomes available, the ability to add a "buy now"
button will be typical of the integrated connectivity
with cell phones, PDAs and a consumer's radio.

Rich Eiswerth
President, GM
WGUC-FM
Cincinnati

How is your station using the data
capabilities of HD Radio?

We are using it in much the same
way as we use RBDS. As the HD Ra-
dio receivers with enhanced displays

become avai able, we will use more of the meta data
capabilities. WGUC is a classical music station, and
title of the work and performer name are the mini-
mum.We want to also provide composer, soloist and
featured performers and other information that is
relevant to the work being played.

What are your future data plans?
Our announcers already research their commen-

tary about the music, and only a fragment of that
information is usually shared on the air.This informa-
tion is ideal for use on a data display. Each announcer's
data can be loaded into a database and recalled as
near -PAD as needed.

We will soon acquire WVXU, another NPR affiliate
in Cincinnati. We plan to program WGUC with music
and WVXU with predominantly talk and news. On
WXVU we will run a news ticker with additional infor-
mation, headlines and weather.

Extra bits
The Exporter is intended to be placed at the studio.

The Importer serves two basic functions: to manage
the data, bandwidth and quality of service (QOS) of
the signal, and to act as an insertion point for the Supple-
mental Program Service (SPS) data and audio. The SPS
channels can be inserted as AES-3 at 44.1kHz or as IP
audio. The Importer can be connected to a first -genera-
tion HD Radio exciter or an Exporter. However, the
data interface between the Importer and the Exporter
or first -generation exciter must be bidirectional Ethernet.
If an Exporter is not used, the MPS audio data can be
sourced directly to the Importer.

The Importer is also called the Ensemble Opera-
tions Center (EOC). EOC is the general term to de-
scribe a data management and data generation system,
of which the Importer is a specific implementation.
The Importer operates on Windows Server and XP.
The unit has several applications running on it to en-
code the SPS audio and generate the PSD for the SPS.

The Exgine is a DSP implementation of the modu-
lation for HID Radio. It handles the OFDM transfer of
the data. Several manufacturers are looking at updating
their current analog transmission exciters and adding an
Exgine card to handle the analog and OFDM modula-
tion. The Exporter connects to the Exgine via a User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) Ethernet connection.

The functions of the Importer and Exporter cur-
rently run on separate hardware and software sys-
tems, but it is conceivable that the Exporter func-
tions could be reduced to a card that becomes part
of a station's audio processor or STL, or a function
of the automation system.

A single Exporter can be used to distribute a signal
to many Exgine-based HD Radio exciters. Each Exgine
can then insert its own Station Information Service
(SIS) data. This was successfully tested at the end of
2004 by WUMB in Boston and National Public Radio
Satellite Services. In this test, a single Exporter encoded
information that was received via a 200kb/s SCPC
satellite channel at several locations.

Ready to go
The data capability of HD Radio is designed to

provide at least as much information to the listener as
RBDS. With listeners already expecting enhanced dis-
plays on media services, HD Radio can easily make
the move to provide this and more. A

Jeff Detweiler, Senior Broadcast Technology Manager
at Ibiquity, provided information for this article.
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Virtuoso V10
3 kW Digital, 7.7 kW Hybrid, 11 kW Analog Transmitter

More Versatility

 Frequency agile: N+1

 Programmable frequency & power

 Better than 62% overall efficiency

 Compact, light weight rack
(32" W x 72.5" H x 35" 0) is ideal
for tight spaces

More Redundancy

 Hot-pluggable RF modules

 Hot-pluggable PS modules

 Parallel rectifiers

 Redundant ventilation fans

More Duplication

 Dual digital exciters

 Dual IPA

 Dual IPA power supply

 Dual low voltage power supply

Radio

New Nautel FM
Digital Equipment 711111

nautei

Ready for Digital.
Ready for Anything.

Maestro M50
Direct -to Channel Digital FM Exciter

 Plug -and -play integration with Nautel's

NE IBOC FM signal generator for digital or
hybrid transmission

 Built-in programmable analog modulation
tine delay is ideal for HD Radio or FM

synchronous applications

 Links with Nautel FM transmitters to provide digital adaptive pre -correction

 Sin programmable pre -selections for frequency, power and audio source

 Instantaneous remote or local selection of digital, rybrid or analog transmission modes

 Diagnostic 128 event time stamped log

 Built-in DSP stereo generator interpolates AES/EBLI digital data or L&R analog audio to produce

digital stereo composite

 Built-in SCA generators and RBDS/RDS coder

 Universal AC supply: 90 V to 264 V

Contact Nautel for details.
Phone: (207) 947.8200 Fax: (207) 947.3693
,hfoOnautel.com www.nautel.com

HD Rao," Is a trademark of leiquit y DirtalCorp NI rig', reserved

SIMPLY THE BEST ENGINEERED TRANSMITTERS



Glossary
The data aspect of HD Radio includes lots of new terms

and abbreviations. Here are some of the more common
abbreviations and terms that you will likely encounter.

AAS Advanced Application Services
API Application Programming Interface
EOC Ensemble Operations Center
EPG electronic program guide
MPS Main Program Service
PAD program -associated data, See PSD.
PSD program service data; the updated name for PAD
QOS quality of service. Sometimes abbreviated QoS.
SAC Supplemental Audio Channel. See SPS.
SIS System Information Service
SMIL Synchronized Media Integration Language
SPS Supplemental Program Service. Sometimes called

SAC. In initial tests, NPR called thisTomorrow Radio.
telematics emerging technologies in automotive com-

munications, combining wireless voice and data capabil-
ity for management information and safety applications.

UDP User Datagram Protocol. UDP is a connectionless
protocol that does not require the sender and receiver
to establish a connection before data is transmitted.

R a I 414B C
11. 0,11111i III ii.111_1111 nslyht on NU Nadio

Twice each month, our e-mail newsletter
IBOC Update - Insight to HD Radio brings
you the latest in digital audio broadcasting.

Subscribe today at beradio.com.

PADding the data
cuntinued from page 3

with minimal intervention. If data must be manu-
ally pulled for every song, the action will likely
become infrequent or get sloppy. Whenever pos-
sible, this function should be automated.

Because datacasting was first discussed, the
common idea was that non -program -associated
data (NPAD) such as sports scores, stock tickers,
weather information and traffic data would be
displayed. RBDS- in a sense the groundwork for
data via HD Radio-has been around for 10 years,
yet any efforts to display this news information
has been limited to pet projects and trial runs.
Some of this is because stations want to maintain
their image to the full extent. Shifting between
random data and song information is not yet a
welcome feature.

Regardless, when NPAD is needed, the role of a
data server will increase in importance.The data
server can retrieve clean song information, add
the near -PAD data when it's appropriate, and poll
other systems, such as NOAA for weather infor-
mation automatically.

HD Radio displays are rather limited right
now, but they will likely improve to provide
more information. A

Alan Hartle of the Radio Experience contributed
information for this article.

Standards in data
n addition to the audio quality improvements of HD Radio, the technology will allow broadcasters to provide
digital information services.The first generation of data services is already a part of the HD Radio system.The

plans have been laid to add additional services and capabilities in the future.
An informal standard for data services is defined by ID3 (www.id3.org), which grew from the popularity of

MP3 files and the desire to include information about the audio within the file. ID3 provides fields that include
artist name, song title and album title.
More recent additions to the format
include other user -defined fields such
as a URL, lyrics, equalizer presets,
pictures and even other files. ID3 is
currently in version ID3v2.4.0. The
figure here shows the coding format
of the ID3 data string.

The ID3 format lists 80 entries in
the Genre field. Nullsoft/Winamp
has added an additional 46 types to
the list.

Plans are also in place to include a
variation of the Synchronized Multi-

media Integration Language (SMIL) to deliver dynamic multimedia services via IBOC. This will provide the
means to transmit enhanced information services such as breaking news, sports, weather and traffic alerts as
text or audio files, listener -controlled audio services that allow listeners to pause, store, fast -forward, index and
replay audio with the help of an integrated program guide, and supplementary data delivery to deliver telematics,
navigation information and rear -seat entertainment.

When Advanced Application Services are implemented, they will draw on the HD Broadcast Multimedia
Language (HD BML), which is a defined XML structure that is based on the SMIL profile.

14-10 bytes

1+10 bytes21 byte

Frame Frame Body
Header (one or more fields)

11111=11r
ID) Irdme 1 103 Frame 2 103 Frame N

lumr-191111.1111.11101111111111.1.1111.11111111,1111

6 or 10
bytes Variable: Contains at least 103 frames 0 pr more

byes
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Together We Have The Power
To Move Radio Forward.

At Harris, we're taking our leadership in the radio industry to an even higher level. Shaped by the feedback of customers

and audiences across the market spectrum, the newly -formed Harris Radio Team is rich with the industry's most

comprehensive products, services and expert resources. All with a focused team solely dedicated to moving our industry,

and your business, forward It's a spirit of innovation built on decades of pioneering solutions for radio. So get your

business heading in the right direction, turn to the new leadership of Team Harris Radio.

To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at www.broadcast.harris.com.
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Solutions for All of Your IBOC Needs from EA7

Your Single. Source for Broadcast Solutions"

From the beginning, ERI has been a leader in the research and
development of IBOC FM technologies. Join us as we continue to
work toward developing new products for this exciting
technology.

DLYNX- Dual Input Side Mount
FM Antenna for IBOC Operations

The Electronics Research LYNX- Dual Input Side Mount FM Antenna is designed specifically
for FM IBOC applications. This new antenna is capable of transmitting both the analog and
digital FM signals without requiring a high loss hybrid combiner and maintains high isolation
between the digital and analog transmitters. The design meets the current Federal
Communications Commission requirement for informal notification of IBOC implementation.

MASK -960 IBOC
Spectral Compliance Filter

LIU has developed a compact arrangement
of our Famous FM 970 band pass filter
cavities to address the specific needs of FM
IBOC broadcasting. ER1's mask filter
configuration can provide the right
response for any requirement.

Low/Medium/ High Power
Hybrid Combiners

The quality and reliability of ERI's standard quarter
wave hybrids have been adapted for use as an IBOC
Hybrid Combiner. The iBOX- 10 dB Hybrid
Combiner is available in two versions:

Low/medium power version for analog FM power
levels up to 30 kW
 High power version which is rated to handle up to
80 kW of analog FM power.

rELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.j

Call Toll -free at 877 - ERI - LINE  Visit Online at www.eriinc.com



.1,

find every reason why the old system wasn't so bad. Nothing
against operators, but many of them are creatures of habit.

They don't fully understand the inner workings of the
machinery,nor do they need to,but they have learned a process and

K can follow it. A new system will probably have new processes, requiring
*ch user to learn how to use the new system.
if the manufacturer offers on -site operator
wining, consider using it. Each facility is
fferent, but in the end this is a corn-
puter-based system. Some users will
fear it because it's a computer. Others
will fear that they will break it some-
sow. There is a fine line to providing
sefficient userguidance to make him comfortable with a system before it gets
No involved into the details of networking.

Bit manipulation
iiThe computer industry has made many automation functions simpler and
UPtter.When disk storage space carried a premium price,it was necessary to reduce
the sizes to control costs. While storage is not yet free, it is much cheaper now. In
many cases, it is possible and practical to store audio in a linear file format. If some
type of data reduction must be used,choose the format and settings carefully,keeping
t mind that the STL and transmission system may also use data compression.

Bulkstorage is alsosimplified because of computeradvances. Compact RAID systems
e inexpensive, making data backup more reliable. In addition, many STLs have
ditional data capacity. Use this capacity to create an off -site data backup at the transmitter.
is not only provides confidence in automating the off -site backup, but it also places a
ckup system at the transmitter, where it
n be used as a backup audio source if
eded. A common problem with the
liability of a backup plan is ensuring
at the offsite backups are kept off site.
 ng the STL removes that worry
he needed features of an automation

stem haveseensomecyclical demands.
r example, a few years ago, Internet
earning was a hot topic. Then it cooled
nsiderably when digital copyright con -
ms were debated. Now, streaming is
ming back as an important element.
e Internet stream may be a complete
ulcast of the on -air signal, which re-

ired nothing of the automation sys-
m, or it can be the same stream with
ternate advertising that uses an ad re-
acement system. Further still, a station
ay offer alternate audio streams with
ep-cut audio formats and specials. Re-
rdless, these needs can be
ted through the automation system.
utomatic recording is a common fea-

re of many systems. A variation on this
ature is logging. Logging provides a
luable function for verifying program
ntent, and it can be useful to create best -
shows and promos. The logger feed
n also be used to capture a program for
e latest consumer aud io obsession: pod -
sting. The captured program can be

med, packaged and then delivered to
server to make the station's podcast

-

Audio transmission via analog and
AES-3 streams is tried and true, but
automation systems are beginning to
support newer technologies such as
Ethersound, Livewire and Cobranet.

HighWolta e
Rectif'ers
Nobody Knows

Them Better Than We D011
Don't pa) ridiculous prices to OEMs for
replac!rr ent rectifiers when we can provide an
economical retrofit package that will more than do
the jot . -he Model 51014 package shown is a single-
phase ft II wave bridge to retrofit all AM and FM trans' itters
to greater than 15 kilowatts. depending upon modulatisi method.
Rectifier cards are rated at 24 IN per leg at a riaximur forward
current al 6 amps. suitable for [late supply voltages to 12 KV.
Additionally, each diode is protected by both ar MOV ar d a r tar.

WE HAW CCIA7
RECTIFIERS

wick, Cost -Effective & Evert AM

www.rectifiersocom

800449E6370
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ready in m'nutes.
Audio is not the only element

that an automation system can
handle.The capability of RBDS and IBOC

to display an artist name, song titles and
more are a natural function of the automation
system. Most systems can be configured to deliver
this data via RS -232 or Ethernet to feed the appro-
priate encoder. This capability has been taken
further to add additional capability with the addi-
tion of a data server.

Looking to the future
The IBOC rollout is gaining steam, and two variations are bei

viewed as possible killer apps: multicast and surround. Supplem
tal Program Service,often referred to as Multicast SAC orTomorr
Radio,allows multiple audio streams to be provided over the same
channel. For an automation system, this is like adding another
station.The specifics of the system you use will determine the needs
to provide this second audio stream, but it is like adding anothe
station the system. Additional playback systems and file stora0
space may be needed to provide the additional streams. Likewise
additional program capture, scheduling and data managemeti

may be needed.
A more complex feature for IBOC is thd

possibility of surround sound.There are fotie
systems being shown,all of which use diffed
ent methods of encoding the surround au-
dio. There's no single standard yet,and the].
could be several options to storing the stir
round audio. Regardless of what is final',
decided, automation systems shou Id be abN
to hand le the data with little trouble, because
it will still be data no matter the format of the
final transmission.

"AudioVAULT Version 9.0
is Ready To Go!"

With twenty years of engineering experience between them, Kim and Lori
know when software is ready for delivery. Heading up our AudioVAULT
test department, they put every aspect of Version 9.0 through the most
rigorous evaluation, so you're assured this version of AudioVAULT is as

reliable and robust as its predecessors. Among the more than three dozen
enhancements are dual network support for redundancy, server failover
without program interruption and more flexible station -wide play while
recording. And as is always the case with AudioVAULT, your pager is less

likely to go off at night-thanks to Kim and Lori.

I=E
Broadcast Electronics. Inc.  4100 North 24th Stree . Quincy. Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A.

Telephone: +I (217) 224-9600  Fax: +1 (217) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com

Resource
Guide

Automation system
manufacturers
and suppliers

4

Arbor Audio Communications
+31 314 399 055

www.arbor-audio.com

Arrakis Systems
970-461-0730

www.arrakis-systems.com

Broadcast Electronics
217-224-9600

www.bdcast.com

Broadcast Software International
888-BSI-USA1

www.bsiusa.com

Broadcast Technical Services Group
318-395-8410
www.btsg.com

Burli Software
604-684-3140
www.burli.com

D.A.V.I.D.
888-374-3040

www.latitude-edition.com

Dalet Digital Media Systems
212-825-3322
www.dalet.com
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NEW DigtiminK Satellite Automation... ME

04$1 00 PER MONTH ,ArArmiii.

The 'Bridge' hardware ...

supplied by Arrakis contains the audio sound

cards, routing switchers, and control logic so

that the PC requires NO special hardware or

setup. This means that the PC can be off -

the -shelf, and unmodified so that it is easily

serviced locally. The Xtreme 'Solutions' pro-

gram is per workstation for complete redun-

dancy and backup. Imagine an AM/FM

combo with production room for only $300

per month. With more than 15 years of

automation experience and thousands of

Arrakis automation systems in the field

around the world, Arrakis can provide you

with the solution that meets BOTH your

business AND technology needs.

Xtreme 'HARDWARE'
a 16 x 3 stereo routing

switcher, dual PC sound

cards, & control logic

.11,11
rim

now shipping !I!

None

EINP

I

Xtreme
'SOFTWARE'
powerful Win-
dows PC software
for live air, auto-
mation, schedul-
ing, and produc-
tion

No down payment

Return at any time

Free Factory training

Free Hardware support

Free Telephone support

Free Software upgrades

Free Hardware upgrades

Free PC and Network setup

the XTREME 'Solutions' program
Xtreme is a complete solution for live & automated On Air Radio

systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we do the rest. We

supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that

you supply is the PC. Without a large initial equipment investment

there is no finarcial risk or capital expense; the old automation sys-

tem can be upgraded out of current operating costs. With free sys-

tem configuration and trairing you receive the help you need to

make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware

replacement, ongoing repai-s are worry free. Free telephone sup-

port helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means you

have tie latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that

is not included is the PC computer and we can help you with that

too... also for free.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.co

...the risk free automation system
XTREME-digilink

now shipping !!! rrakis



Resource Guide
cont-wed

DCS Tools.com
952-549-9450

www.dcsbols.com

Digital Juke Box
740 -282 -SOFT

wwwdigitaljukebox.com

DRS Systemtechnik
626-40L-9185

www.drs2306.corn

Enco Systems
800-362-6797
www.enco.com

Harris
E00-622-0022

www.broadcast.harris.com

Intel
+35-8-8-551 4801

www.jutel.fi

KLZ Innovations
800-334-9640
WWW. C OM

Media touch Systems/041T
204-786-3994

v,ww.medi aiouc h. net

Media Aron
+44-49-8131-8305-0
www.mediatron.com

Micropower
800-870-0033

wwww.poweTold.com

Nelia Digital Audio
866-638-4222
www.netia.net

On Air Digital USA
972-481-8700

wvvw.onairt sa.com

Open Radio Software
310-839-9225

www.00e n rad i os oftwa rek an

Pristine Systems
310-831-2234

www.pristinesys.corr

Prophet Systems
800-658-4403

www.prophetsys.com

Radvga
513-887-0714
www.raduga.ret

RCS
914-428-46111

www..rcSW3rks.«Im

Register Data Systems
800-521-5222

www registe -data corn

Scott Studios/Dmarc Broadcasting
800 -SCOTT -77

www.scottstudios.com

Smarts Broadcast Systems
800-747.6273

www.snartsbroadcz st.com

Tunefracker Systems
866-83 5-567 3

www.wnetrackc -systems.com

Winradio Software
514-984-4912

www_winradiosoftwz- re.com

Wireready
800-833-4459

wsArm..wireready.ocm

Design >p Build Installation

Ram Brcadcas: Systems builds studios for
most of North America's major r etworks,
group stat ons. and news organintions.

Ram offers comprehensive studio design.
fabrication. ssstems integration, and
components. Put Ram's 35 year of
experier:e to work for you:

 Studio Desigr Et Fabrication
 Pre -Wiled Stems
 Broadps-. Fimiture
 Switchers
 Metering
 Amplifiers
 Wire Et CE.

 Racks
 Accessories
 Used Equipr-Ent
 And Mcre!

Radio and Television S:ud os

RAM Broalkasi Systems

WV/Vv.r 311-1SyS CO M . CO m

800.779.7575
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BCM 104 High Resolution
Broadcast Microphone

Think Of It
As A Stealth
Fighter For
Your Voice

Introducing the BCM 104

Broadcast Mic from Neumann

Neumann has been doing a lot of
listening lately. We've been listening to
the radio, and what we've heard is fiat the
world really does need a better broadcast
m -c. A much better one. Introducing
the first Neumann mic built expressly
for broadcast applications. Our new
BCM 104 is a condenser mic that can
handle any talent that's thrown at it, and
make it shine. And best of all, it does it at
a price that's "broadcaster friendly."

Gain the c.ear advantage - grab the
new Neumann BCM 104, and discover
what a difference Neumann can make
for your voice.

NeumannIUSA
www.neumannusa corn

Distributed by Sennheiser
USA One Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371  Tel: 860 434 5220  Fax: 860 434 3148
C.anada. Tel 514 426 3013  Fax: 514 426 3953  Latin America T. 52 55 56:119 0956  Fax: 52 55 5639 9482
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Bonneville was fortunate to find a developer who
was willing to modify a proposed retail building to
accommodate a radio facility on the second floor. We
had a spacious and efficient 26,000 square -foot space
to work with. The building is located in an upscale
office and retail complex in a suburbar setting. This
was an exciting project to be part of because we had
all of seven months to break ground and move in, plus
construction would occurthrough the fall and winter
months. To meet this schedule the project was
handled as a design -build, which means that the
building was constructed throughout the design
process. This process requires a great deal of flexibil-
ity in the initial phasesof the project.The building itself
is a tilt -up, but used a new and unique technique of
imbedding brick in the face of the poured concrete
walls, allowing the speed of construction and strength
of a tilt -up, yet giving the appearance of an all -brick
structure to match the finish of the retail and office
park in which we are located.

What is tilt -up construction?

Goes Digilta

Tilt -up construct on uses concrete panels that are poured on the job site. This e'im nates the time to manufacture and
ship the rm. nels. The set panels are then set in place and tilted up into place.
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The imaging production studio enjoys the same clean
sightlines as the air studios.

The attacks of 9/11 occurred during the design.
In light of the changing social environment we
decided to incorporate some extra security mea-
sures to ensure the safety of our staff. The most
significant change was to secure the receptionist
within a bullet -resistant area from which she can
greet visitors and, either allow them through to a
reception area or transact business through a
window similar to that in a bank. Although at first
we thought this might be a little impersonal or
imposing it has worked out well. Our receptionist
can sc reen visitors before she allows them to enter
and she feels safe and secure when dealing with
them. From her seat the receptionist can monitor
all of the entrances and exits as well as all stairwells
through a video security system.

After entering the reception area, access to the
rest of the facility is through another set of secure
doors, which further controls access to the suite.
Asyou enter the facility the first look is down a long
hallway we call Studio Row. All of the on -air
studios, news and production rooms are along
this hallway. The air studios are along the south side
of the hallwaywhich provides each one with a large
window facing the main street. Each pair of air
studios shares a news studio that is between them.
Along the other side of the hallway are the three
production and three imaging studios. Outside
each studio is a custom designed, hand -blown

TT
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wizard 4 Windows
now brings

Multi Station
Monitoring

to your desktop
with true multitasking

www.belar.com 610-687-5!50
Email saleslAbelar.com
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at www.belar.com
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glass on -air light fixture. These fixtures attract a lot of attention
especially from tour groups when an announcer opens a mic.
Halfway down this hallway is a corridor that leads to the technical
operations center (TOC). The TOC is heart of the facility and
houses the hub of the routing system, telephone interfaces, audio
processing, streaming servers, audio servers and enterprise serv-
ers. Large windows looking into theTOC accentuate the technical
aspects of the facility. The first row of racks is on display. The most
important criteria for equipment placement, especially in the first
row, were the number of blinking lights on the equipment faces.
Further down Studio Row is the sales area. We used an open floor
plan with lots of windows in the surrounding offices to let in light
and give a spacious feeling. Continuing around the suite brings
you to the program and promotions area.Through here you return
to the reception area, like a big figure eight.

Great expectations
Bonneville insisted on building a state-of-the-art facility that

would incorporate the latest technology available. To that end we
chose the Klotz routing platform and consoles for the facility. The
power and flexibility afforded by a digital platform allowed us to
simplify installation, which saved a significant amount in infra-
structure wiring and minimized cable and labor costs. By using
an integrated digital platform we can share resources such as
telephone coders and incoming audio feeds. The Klotz system
automatically builds a mix -minus for each feed, which is con-
trolled from the studios. The console can be configured to match
the needs of each announcer and has proven reliable and easy

Bonney'1101
0 s;. -D g tiip
Ai

it'll till
ot,

-00..."'-1-- 'Ls -

'''''10411.1110

Looking dowi studio row. :ach studio has a custormruade,
hartc-bbwn glass on -au light fixture, which is a common
topic of.convnsation for stItion visitors.

Ifyou believe...that assembling
a radio studio is as difficult, and
takes as long as building the
Great Pyramids...

':iisromer David Kaolin at his ECS Studio

=13 11.1,1
SYSTEM DELIVERED BY 8AM...YOU
COULD BE ON -THE -AIR BY NOON!
SAVE TIME ANC MONEY WITH OUR
PA-E \ITED TECHNOLOGY

The Etror Crew thanks ycu fo- visiting with us at
the NAE. Convention it April! We're taking orcers
ani sch _fling installztions NOW for total -package
prefat rica:ed studio systems for all sizes of
opera -ion i...fro -n large -market radio stations -o
Intern at sticlics. We'll 31s -o build studio furnilL re
to suit your existing ecuiDment choices!

  .2  I1' 'ommtA a  WA %0  ft1.01AarNemd
info@efronstudios.ccim  uvrvwefronstu iius.com  Call 702-595-3147
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to learn and use.The an nouncers,who work modern A/C,country,
smooth jazz and adult standards formats, all adjusted to using the
new equipment quickly.

One of the first things visitors in the studios notice is the number
of flat -panel monitors at each announcer's position. The an-
nouncers are surrounded by flat screens supplying them with
Internet, news, console levels, clock, phone recorder, automation
system information and automation control. We designed the air
studios to match each other and each is similarly equipped. In the
case of a major failure any air studio can be quickly changed for
another, any of the other studios can be changed into a backup
air studio, or the audio automation can be directly routed to the
processing bypassing the studios entirely. The digital routing
platform makes these changes quick and relatively easy.

The biggest challenge in building the facility was integrating all
the new digital equipment. At the time much of the ancillary
equipment, STLs, telephone interfaces, phone recorders, exciters,
audio processing and automation systems, though digital, were
not ready for prime time. Features that were standard on the analog
products were not functional or not included in the digital
product, audio card drivers were in beta, and some equipment was

Project participants
Contractor: Murray Company
Architect: Tri Architekts
Dealer: RF Specialties of Missouri

Series
110

$9,999

Powerful Automation from BSI
APIIIupgrades

available

syste

available
now!

Purchase a system from BSI with the confidence that you're buying years of research into what makes an automation and hard -
disk play out system reliable, powerful and versatile. Dell Computers with 3 -year on -site warranty, professional AudioScience
multi -output sound cards and BSI software make a great combination.

Our team of broadcast professionals installs and configures your system so that everything is ready to run out of the box. We
include telephone training to help you get started, and the Series 110 comes with a full year of standard telephone support and
software upgrades. For added peace of mind, software mirroring synchronizes your machines, so that changes made on one
computer are reflected on the other.

BSI systems are used in stations across the US and around the world.

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile
BSI software really is. Test and try before you buy.

Broadcast a( ional 1925 Bailey Hill Road, Tie A. Eugene. OR 97405'Soft vllett-
www.bsiusa.com 888-3S1-USAI (888-274-8721) info(a bsiusa.com

Para el espanol. Hamada Felipe Chavez, Distribuidor de los E.E.U.U.
(916:, 368-6332 fchaverit ommedianet.com
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and here...
WCBS NewsRadio

New York, NY

StudioHub+
connects the

Klotz Digital Vadis

platform with
Prophet Digital

Delivery in

7 studios.

StudioHub+
and here...

VVXPN/Wortd Café

Philcdelphio, PA

StudioHub+
connects the Logitek

Numix consoles

with RCS Digital

Delivery in 7 studios.

is here.  
and here...

Radio Free Europe WTOP Radio

Washington,DC Washington,DC

StudioHub+ StudioHub+
connects the connects Pacific

Klotz Digital Vadis Recorders' VistaMax

platform with D.A.V.I.D r consoles with ENCO

Digital Delivery digital delivery in

in 4 studios. 3 studios.



and here...

Nassau

Broadcasting

Southern New Hampshire

StudioHub+
connects

Radio Systems'

Millenium Consoles

to Scott Studios'

Digital Delivery

in 9 studios.

working in these prestigious broadcast
facilities and hundreds of others
across the country.

WIP News

Talk Radio

Philaaelphia,PA

Stud.oHub+
connects SAS

Rubicon surfaces

and 32KD switcher
with BE AudioVault

in 8 studios.

and here...

StudioHub+
is the CAT -5 shielded wiring solution
for plug -and -play connectivity
of every analog or digital device in your
facility. Save time and money on and make
your next installation fully digital -
ready with StudioHub+.
Call today for
a free
custom
configuration and
a certified installer in
your area.

Studio
manufactured by

Radio Systems, Inc.
601 Heron Drive, Logan Township, NJ 08085

phone: (856) 467-8000 Fax:(856) 467-3044

www.radiosystems.com

XM Satellite
Radio

Washington, DC

StudioHub+
connects the Klotz

Digital Vadis

platform with Dalet

digital delivery in

8o+ studios.

KRCW Radio

Santa Monica, CA

StudioHub+
connects the Klotz

Digital Vadis platform

with Dalet Digital

Delivery in 7 studios.
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The receptionist has a secure area to
greet station visitors.

just not as reliable as the analog counterpart. However,the manufacturers were quick
with upgrades and modifications to address these issues and the problems were
resolved and the products were made fully functional.

Another major challenge was local building inspectors who had never seen the type
of low-level audio cabling and fiber optics used in this facility. It took many meetings
with the city planners, inspectors and contractors involved to resolve these issues to
everyone's satisfaction.

Equipment List
360 systems Instant Replay
360 Systems Shortcut
A esis Monitor One Mkz
Aidion LabsVoxpro
Best Power FE18KVA UPS
Birk ARC -16
Cprnrex Matrix
C prning Optical Fiber
Dell computers and flat -screen monitors
Denon DN-951FA CD players

ProTools LE
Eventide DSP4000B Ultraharmonizer
Genelec 2029B monitors
Generac SD130
Gepco multipair analog cable
K otz multipair digital cable
K otzVadis DCII Consoles
K otzVadis Router
Mosely Starl ink SL9003Q
Neumann U-87
Crban Optimod 8400
RCS Master Control
R xle Broadcaster
R xle NT -1000
Sony MDS-12 Minidisk
Sony PCM-R500 DAT
Si,metrix 528
Tascam CDRW 2000 CD recorder
TC Electronic Finalizer Express
Telos 2x12
Telos Zephyr

12000
 MODULAR CONSOLE

 8, 18, & 28 a+ MAINFRA

 ONLY... 440695,

WH-Y PAY MORE

AND GET LESS ?

ANALOG Col SOLE

ost

19K18-12

44,695 MCRP

970.461.0730
Frakis-systems com Arrakis
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The routing switcher gets a new twist.
(About five twists per inch, actually.)

Everybody needs to share audio. Sometimes just a few s gnals - sometimes a few hundred. Across the hall, between floors, now and then

across campus. Routing switchers are a convenient way to manage and share your audio, but will your GM really '..et you buy a router that costs
more than his dream car? Unlikely.

If you need a routing switcher but aren't made of money, consider Axia, the Ethernet -based audio network. Yes, Ethernet. Axia is a true network.

Place our audio adapter nodes next to your sources and destinations, then connect using standard Ethernet switches and Cat -6. Imagine the

simplicity and power of Ethernet connecting any studio device to any other, any room to any other, any building to any other... you get the idea.

Rosare,,r :tS, h,,,

network s, www h nut,
modern Walt 11Ia 1,10

In, and , are nett that

dud, tett,. thet bri,ong

Put an A sus M,rmphonr
Node nee, to your news and

send prranspletird amt.,
anrwhere von wrest a, over

Ethernet - loth /14, ilnr
loss or signal eirgradanon

JENCO

See& .56.6.

nmisio

Allt1 LI ahead, worieng
KIM some veal composites

Like Emcee Systems. Scan
Stawhees. Rodeo Systems.

BaLees Tee Malmo Group
Wu! of .,*ine Trio,
and Orem. Ouse

AlsaAsseho corn/parters,
fi, find out who's nest

Scalable, flexible, reliable... pick any three.
An expensive proprietary router isn't practical for

smaller facilities. In fact, it doesn't scale all that

well for larger ones. Here's

where an expandable

network really shines.
sr

Are you still using PC sound cards?

Even the best sound cards are compromised

by PC noise, inconvenient output connectors,

poor headroom, and other

gremlins. Instead, load the

Axia -P-Audio Driver for
Connect eight Axia 8x8 Audio Nodes using

Cat -6 cable and an Ethernet switch, and

you've got a 64x64 routing switcher. And you

can easily add more I/O whenever and

wherever you need it. Build a 123)(128 sys-

tem... or 1024.1024... use a Gigabit fiber back-

bone and the sky's the limit.

Windows' on your workstations and connect
directly to the Axia audio network using their

Ethernet ports. Not only will your PC productions

sound fantastic, you'll eliminate sound cards and

the hardware they usually feed (like router or

console input modules). Just think of all the

cash you'll save.

Put your preamps Fi Put your snake on a diet.
where your mics are.  Nobody loves cable snakes.
Most mainframe routers have no mic inputs, Besides soldering a jillion connectors, just try
so you need to buy preamps. With Axia you get finding the pair you want when there's a
ultra -low -noise preamps with Phantom power. change to make. Axia Audio Nodes come
Put a node in each studio, right next to the mics, in AES/EBU and balarced stereo analog
to keep mic cables nice and tight, then send favors. Put a batch of Nodes on each end
multiple mic channels to the network on a single of a Cat -6 run, and BAM! a bi-d rectional

Cat -6 cable. And did we mention that each Mic multi -channel snake. Use media converters
Node has eight stereo line and a fiber link for extra -long
outputs for headphones? runs between studios -
Nice bonus. or between buildings.

With a little help from our friends.
A networked audio system doesn't ,ust

replace a traditional router - it improves upon
it. Already, companies in our industry are realiz-

ing the advantages of tightly integrated systems,

and are making new products that -eap those

benefits. Working with our

partners, Axia Audio is

bringing new thinking and

01111_111MINIMIlk
-

ideas to audio distribution, machine control,

Program Associated Data (PAD), and even

wiring convenience.

Would you like some control with that?
There are plenty of ways to control your Axia

network. For instance, you'll find built-in
webservers on all Axia equipment for easy

configuration via browser. PathfinderPC
software for Windows gives you central

control of every and -o path in

your plant. Router Selector

nodes allow quick local
source selection, and intelligent studio control

surfaces let talent easily access and mix any

source in your networked facility.

6vewire
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"This sounds expensive." Just the opposite, really. Axia saves money by eliminating distribution amps, line selectors, sound cards,

patch bays. multi -pair cables, and tons of discrete wiring - not to mention the installation and maintenance time you'll recover.
And those are just side benefits: our hardware is about half the cost of those big mainframe routers. That's right... half.

Once you experience the benefits of networked audio, you will never want to go back. AxiaAudio.:om for details.
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ts.( ws studios arc positioned betwav two air studios so that the
room ( an be easily shared.

An interesting feature of our rrEti -tconference room isthe ability
to use it as a performance stud o. One coder of the room looks
into a production room when /ye can nix a live band. The
conference table folds up and rots out of he way to allow more
room. A great amenity provided by the office park where the
studios are located istheuseof a l' -4 -seat au iitorium. A fiberoptic
ran between the office buildings provide` an audio ink to and
from the auditorium. We feature live performances him major
artists there and can broadcast live o- record them for later
broadcast. Some artists we nave presented include Kenny
Chesney, Rascal Flatts,Josh KeLe7 Steve Oiver and Jeff Lorber.

We are 7reparing to celebrate our thi-c17ear in the 'acility. We
are pleased with the building End the elu pment has all settled

in well. Maintaining close relationships wit the sappliers and
manufacturers was imperative throughout the installation and
break-in period and are important tc maintain. The flexibility
and ease of use ol the digital consoles anc related equipment
are greatly appreciated by the air staff. Th design and layout
of t its facility is a source of pride for the restof the itaftWe often
invite outside organizations to hold their me.Aings in our
conference rooms. Clients are delighted tc come in for record-
ing sessions and tours are always welcome.

Rice is the engineering director for Bonney Ile Inte-national's St.
Lotis Radio Group. Photographs by William E. Mathii. Mathis Jones
Communications.

wiliw.beradio.com



Facility Focus
the lechnology behind Bonneville

Moseley Starlink SL9003Q

The Starlink used by Bonneville is a 950MHzlicensei STL
with a 44.1kHz, 16 -bit uncompressed linear stereo pair and a
compressed ISO LII 384kb/s stereo channel for back-up to
another STL system. The STL uses 32 QAM to convey an
aggregate date rate of 1792kb/s in less than 500kHz of spectrum.
Bonneville engineers considered using twin 44.1kHz stereo
pairs at approximately 3Mbp/s at 128 QAM, but opted f 3r the
configuration described because 32 QAM is considerably
more robust in hostile RF environs than 128 QAM.

www.moseleysb.com
805-968-9621

Comrex Matrix
The Comrex Matrix offers the ultimate in flexibility for

remote broadcasts. Whether on regular telephone (POTS)
service, ISDN lines, orGSM wireless networks, the Matr:x can
send high -
quality re-
mote audio
to the stu-
dio from
virtually
anywhere.
Asa 15kHz
POTS co-
dec, the Matrix can connect with all Comrex POTS ccdecs,
and with the optional ISDN module, the Matrix is compatible
with most ISDN standards. When the remote site has no
phone line, the optional GSM module allows the Matrix to
transmit 7kHz audio with an internal GSM wireless p lone.
Along with the full line of Comrex codecs and telephone
hybrids, the Matrix will help your station broadcast great -
sounding audio from anywhere.

www.comrex.com
800-237-1776

Tascam CD-RW2000

The CD-RW2000 that the Bonneville Group chose for its
St.l.ouis site is the most advanced stand-alone CD recorder
available. It's made fcr professional use with a host of
desirable features. The production staff will appreciate
comprehensive audio1/0,word sync input,call function for
checking play cues, digital gain adjustment and digital fade
in and fade out. A RAM buffer is included to ensure tight ID
markers, and the SCMS code can be set via the user menu
on the CD-RW2000. Digital gain adjustment allows the user
to boost level adjustments without going back to the analog
source, and the adjustable auto cue function lets one locate
rig -It to the start of actual audio, rather than the track ID.

www.tascam.com
323-727-7617

Klotz Digital Workflow
Implementation

Klotz Digital congratulates Marshall Rice and his team on
their world -class faciliti. Through his vision and leadership
and with a little help frcm Klotz Digital Workflow lmplemen-
tat on, Bonneville hay ensured that its facility is truly a
showcase with the efficiency and flexibility to
meet the ever-changing face of radio.

With just the basic 5 Workflow Imple-
mentation concepts you to can be
one step ahead of the crowd:

 Format Source and Preset
Assignment

 Dynamic System -wide Routing
 Resource Sharing with Logic
Follow

Airchain Management
System -wide Status monitoring

Workflow Implementation
= Return on Investment
+ Functionality + Efficiency + Security

I

4 6
iii:- Z

www.klotzdigital.com
678-966-9900

4.11.
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The 1st annua

Innovative Product
Reader's Ct,

WINNERS

Introduced in 2004, the Radio magazine
Innovative Product Awards were ceve oped to
honor excellence in new product develop-

ment in the radio industry The 2004 award
-.winners were the finalists among the entr es of
several products introduced during 2004. The
awards demonstrate the talent and commitment of
:he people in every aspect of development at
each company, from concept through sales. The
entrants were listed in the 2005 Radio magazine
3uyers Guide that was included in the December
2004 issue.
Manufacturers submitted products in several

categories, and the winners were selected by
-.mu, the Radio magazine reader, through an
online form. The results were tallied at the end of
=ebruary, and the winners were presented with
:heir awards at NAB2005.

Look for expanded profiles of each of these
products in upcoming issues of Radio magazine.

44 May 2005

CircuitWerkes
Sicon-8
The CircuitWerl- es Sicon-8 is a full -featured dial -up remote
control. Based on voice recording technology, the Sicon-8
can speak in yojr staff's language because you record you -
own messages.

CIrcultWerffs
- &con -8

All of the I/O, inzluding eight channels of relays, are ncludedon
the main board so there is no need to buy anything else to use the
product. It is eat ily operated from any dial -up telephc re, an auto-

answer cel I phone or an audio port. A free Windows- pased client
program, the Sicontrol ler, offers full access to all of the prcgram-
ming and contro functions via the Sicon-8's serial port.
Options available from its serial port include Interne: access and
X-10 device ccntrol. An expander chassis increases :he total
number of chanr els to 16.

Broadcast Electronics
The Radic Experience

-his is a software suite for RBDS and HD Radio. In addition to
RBDS eight -character identifiers and 64 -character text of title'
artists, promoticnal messages, advertiser IDs, traffic bulletins and
Amber Alerts, -he data management software suite incluces
support for HC Radio's Supplemental Program Service (SPS1
such asTomorrovi Radio. It also provides bandwidth provisicns
for navigationa system data downloads to tuners. All funzticns
and user control; for the software suite are accessible from a
Web -browser coitent management tool.

www.beradio.com
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Audioscience
AS 18702
TheASI8702 is a PCI card thatcontains eight AM/
FM tuners. The audio from each tuner is
presented to the computer as a mono!
stereo record stream, which may
be accessed through a high
speed bus master inter-
face. The AM por-
tion of each tun-
er has a medi-
um-wavetuning
range of 520kHz
to 1,750kHz. FM ca-
pabilities include a tun-
ing range of 76MHz to
109MHz with software con-
trolled stereo decoding. An RF connector on the card bracket
supplies the AM/FM signal to the tuners. A DB-9 connector
supplies a line -level mono version of each tuner signal. The full
stereo signal is available from a 50 -pin header. Driver support
includes Windows 2000, Windows XP and Linux. Applications
for the ASI8702 include broadcast monitoring and logging,
advertising verification and content identification.

4 II `Transmission
r

Broadcast Electronics
4MX 50

The 50kW transmitter is based
on a patent -pending modula-
tion design. The transmitter is
IBOC and DRM compatible.
The PA modules are accessi-
ble from the front of the trans-
mitter, while lift-off rear pan-
els provide access to power
supplies and all ac connec-
tions. Nighttime power capa-
bility is as low as250W. A 15"
XGA GUI is provided for op-
eration and diagnostics, which
are also available via IP. The
overall power factor is great-
er than 0.98.

Choosing ERI with our dedication to
Quality and Innovation coupled
with the Synergy achieved through a
complete ER! broadcast system gives
you The ERI Advantage.

 ERI designed and fabricated
2000 foot tower

 16 bay ROTOTILLER Si-IPX FM
Antenna

 2700 feet of Andrew HELIAX
Semiflexible Coaxial Cable

IN ERI installation and project
management

ELECTRONICS PESEARCH, INC.

Your Single Source Jr Kimulcast Solutions'"

tr-rjj7Cis

Call Toll -free at 877 - ERI - LINE  Visit Online at www.eriinc.com

www.beradio.com May 2005 45



Field Report

Audio TX STL-IPC.J

By Rich Parker, GSEC

ith telephone companies less willing to
support dedicated equalized broadcast
lines, and in some areas reluctant to setup
new ISDN service, the challenges for get-
ting audio frofil 'here to there' are becom-
ing greater. At the same time, Internet
network connections seem to be spring-
ing up everywhere-and available at at-
tractive prices. As a statewide network,
Vermont Public Radio produces live news
forums and msucial events in various ar-
eas of the state; getting an ISDN line setup
quickly and economically is not always
possible, but at colleges or business loca-
tions there is almost always some kind of
broadband IP service readily available.

The STL-IP from AudioTX is a 1RU device

standard Web browser. Front -panel LED indicators show
power and transmit and receive status.

There are also two additional ports-one for ancillary RS-
232 data and one for GPIO (TTL) with four I/O and four
status outputs/ control signals. Serial data can be transport-
ed in sync with the audio at speeds between 1,200b/s and
57,600b/s. The manual provides clear documentation for
using these various ports for communication and control.

Get connected
The unit is shipped with a default access address of

10.0.0.10. The setup computer's IP address must be
changed to that subnet, and a cross -over cable or a hub
connects them both. Opening a Web browser to that IP
address will open the initial configuration screen. It's
fairly self-explanatory from there; the manual is quite
good in that respect. When configuring two units, the IP

AUDIO 7X
STL - IP4.

LIVE BROADCAST QUALITY AUDIO OVER IP NETWORKS AND THE IN

Performance at a glance
Low -delay (5ms) transmission

Multiple encoding algorithms

Connection rates from 24kb/s to 4.6MB/s

Automatic link restart after loss

Analog and digital audio I/O

RS -232 for ancillary data

GPI/O for four status/control circuits

Web -based configuration screen

Complete manual stored in the unit

Field-upgradeable firmware

that provides a broadcast -quality audio
link over an IP network, with low delayand
quality comparable to dedicated copper
lines.The unit has rear -panel XLR balanced
stereo audio I/O as well as AES/EBU digital
I/O, an additional port for external word
clock input, and a standard Ethernet port
for a 10/100 Ethernet connection to a net-
work. A built-in Web administration tool
allows configuration of the unit from a

address has to be switched back and forth on the setup
computerseveral times, which isa relatively minor incon-
venience. lithe units are used in various locations this can
become a bit time consuming.There isa handy utility that
sends a broadcast message to the unit and displays its
current IP number, in case the last setup is forgotten. My
one complaint was that the interface worked well with
Internet Explorer but was not as happy with Firefox, my
preferred browser.

One aspect that might be important to broadcast engi-
neers is that there really isn't much that is user -serviceable
about the STL-IPThe manual is clear that"the unit should
not be opened or serviced except by appropriately
qualified personnel Indeed,a quick peek underthe hood
reveals an embedded system board with flash memory
storage.This is coupled to what appears to be a high -end
audio interface and the appropriate output connections.
The company rep was helpful at all points, including
saying that for a custom installation there were certain
customizations that could be done for a particular appli-
cation; including my request for a pure software client to
monitor the unit from a PC. I got the impression that this
was not an entirely welcome request in general as the
company's focus is on the hardware box; and in fairness,
Audio TX makes another product called Communicator,
which is software -only and designed to be run on Win-
dows PCs. My feeling is that the STLIPshares that pedigree
to some extent.

46 May 2005 Radio_mauazIne www.beradio.com



The basic setup adjusts the network IP settings and I/O
settings for the digital or analog inputs. The clock rate can
be generated internally, and the digital input section
provides the ability to lock to the clock on the input. It .s
important that the clock frequency is set to match the
transmit/receive connections for best performance. When
I had a mismatch between sample rate and transmit rate
I observed occasional digital ticks in the received audio.
These clicks disappeared when I reset the
rates to match.

For UDP and UDP multicast connections,
two levels of FEC (forward error correction)
can be set -50 or 100-with a directly cor-
responding increase in occupied bandwidth
for the signals. For all connections there is
also a configurable receive side jitter buffer,
which can beset in lms increments up to five
seconds to smooth out a troublesome net-
work connection if needed.

To many from one
Each unit can send one audio source, or a

choice of separate audio from left stroke right
inputs,to six dedicated far -end
units using the designated TX -
0 through TX -5 configuration
fields. Each unit also has one
RX setup field for receiving au-
dio from one other TX unit.
Both RX and TX modules can

be setup for outgoing or incoming TCPUDP
or UDP multicast connections by assigning a
different port number to each TX field. This
was a bit confusing to me at first, but it soon
became obvious-the audio transmit side
takes the source audio and sends it to the
network interface-then ports TX -0 through
TX -5 can be configured to either initiate an
outbound TCP or UDP connection or to
accept incoming connections from another
STL-IP unit; this unit can itself beset to receive
audio by accepting an outside IP connection
or by initiating one. Setting it up for UDP
multicast allowsaudio to besent to an infinite
number of far -end units on a multicast-capa-
ble network.

On a dedicated LAN in our station I sent full
bandwidth linearaudio from a44.1kHz digital
source to a unit in a different part of the
building with almost no detectable delay.
Sending audio around a campus or site with
a dedicated network would certainly be an
acceptable way to avoid running lots of audio
cable-particularly in areas where a good
network infrastructure already exists-and
there would be no stranded investment in
cabling if either end needed to be relocated.

Settingthevariousaudio parameters isdone

,z3
1

--t
from the same Web interface. Choose any-
thing from 24 -bit, 96kHz PCM linear stereo
audio using 4.096Mb/sof bandwidth, down

tDto 16 -bit, 22kHz Layer 3 mono at 24kb/s 3
bandwidth with nearly everything in be-
tween-MPEG L2, L3, J.41 and ADPCM at

Looking for a new Digital Audio System? Why not try the

INNOVATOR

Alk

w -

ChMe 0 is Or 1 1,

'1,441111

Broadcast Automation Software

innovatan has been the bad/nark to OMT since
1964. teeth an impressive tit inausby Wets that have
set the Mega for the Mum of braedcast solutions

From as ilitedieTouch broadcast automation system.
to our * sling digital logger and our word winning
intermit stormily software, our Medi 3roduct Ines
provide swisrattre choices for you radio group or stlton.

We guaarase that your station will be prepared for the
Nave or cello with iMediaTouch

Find out why over 1000 radio 'taboos end the top
consumer music providers all dose OUT products

greTheOdebili. The Sta idard_ T'se Innovator.

ING

/MB

KVEG-FM- Las Vegas, NV

Fre begin hulloing studios since I was 13 years
old ird1/KliaTot..ch is far ahead.) the others in
bon ease of use and straight trward design
They aso :are about the gum), of your product
- We Iflus c

Rafaose- Engineer
Ian Anse Engineering! - HOT A5 KVEG Install

iMedaTouch features:
 Pruy Jes Ore assist satellite , automation modes
 Opeestes !atialy with simultaneu, lose- screen mouse or

ayes., birortictanal start/slop
 llc Ic eckt disc -ate audio payouts lei:IL-ding audio over IP
 P.( S1HD radio data and audio readyitS1 s 7 1 D0tiyAC/3)
 limetoce Broadcasbng with wide area namouniml
 fine MOM lisatiores that meet and maid most demands
 le sled. Remcie and IMO* Ares nyder, configurations
 Statienes -Oxley leincier-pnxif wrue Vidavil log
 trended rot keys dynarnic on-screes romo Wilder and

:once* sie0 irtegrahon through Xlvt.c. HTML output
 Ful Naafi: e ScalaPlity tor small rnecss n and large markets
 emind new 0. -AV Interlace ter the new tr.enerafion'

Tc fond out more, cell us Toll Free 888 665 05(1 or visit www.imedia:couch.com
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Field Report

POWE P

various combinations of sample rates in
mono (L,R or L+R),dual mono,joint stereo
(L2/L3) and stereo.

With the cooperation of a wireless ISP
who shares our building we setup a test
over a Wi-fi connection. One STL-IP was
placed at a concert hall several blocks
away and connected via a DSSS wireless
link back to another STL-IP at the studio.
We sustained a full 44.1kHz PCM linear
signal at 1.50410/s. This was the limit of

(1,95-264\0115.60

oriff°
gimp -. to

cute ttnt

quality was excellent-better than the ISDN link we had
previously used for a concert.

For one last extreme test I took one of the units home to
try on a 256kb/s up, 512kb/s down DSL connection with
a Links3.sWRT54G wireless router. For the first test there
were some nasty dropouts on the connection. I upgraded
my router to the third -party HyperWRT firmware and
used the added traffic shaping feature to give priority to
the STL-IP connection on one of the hardware ports and
installed the latest upgrade to the STL-IP software. All of
the packets had to traverse at least 21 hops from my house

....,32, .

..._ ik
The rear panel is loaded with connection for audio, control, word clot k and the IP connection.

our link because of power and antenna
configurations, which could be easily im-
proved. We then setup a full -duplex link at
44.1kHz MPEG L2 Joint Stereo at 384kb/s
full duplex between the sites and the audio

to the studio yet I was able to establish a link back from
the station for a 44.1kHz, L2, 384kb/s joint stereo signal
with only rare drop -outs. Because of the number of hops
I then set the receive jitter buffer to 100ms to smooth the
connection and I left it running for most of a weekend with
no perceptible loss of audio-a pleasant surprise be-
cause this is the same data rate we use over a dedicated

Acoustics First
Culling Wedge®

CW2K

OTHER FOAMS DON'T STACK UP!
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise"

Toll Free

Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

DT -300 Telephone

Controlled AC Switch

OOP.

The DT -300 is a telephone controlled

AC switch. It is designed to control the

AC power of equipment located at

remote sites such as resetting

computers by turning the power on or

off or for controlling pumps, lights,

heaters, etc. Also included are two relays

which can be independently controlled.

Call For More Information

CONEX
ELECTRO-SYSTEMS

1602 Carolina Street Bellingham, WA 98229
360-734-4323 800-645-1061

I www conex-electro corn sales@conex-electro.com 1...... ......
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Field Revolt
T-1 STL to our transmitters now.

You will have to evaluate your particular network link
to determine if it is robust enough to sustain a full-time
connection when using these units for an STL, bu: on
dedicated networks there would be no problem shipping
high -quality, low -delay audio. Given the wide variety of
protocols, sample rates and bandwidth settings, it should

Audio TX, division of MDO UK

P

F

,44 121 256 0200

+44 121 256 5109

Wwww.stl-ip.com

Esales@stl-ip.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well-
qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consult-
ing company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results
of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine

be possible to tind just the right combina-
tion that will work reliably in just about
any situation, particularly for emergency
backup, even over the Internet. With the
falling price and increasing availability of
high-speed IP links, this type of system
appears to be the wave of the future for
getting sound from here to there-a wel-
come addition to the engineer's bag of
tricks.

Parker is director of engineering for Vermont
Public Radio.

We know IBOC
Part of our continuing DAB
Answer Series, Insight to
/B0Cbrings the inside
information on specific
technology elements of
IBOC throughout the
year. Look forthe latest
installment inside
this issue.

PACKED WITH SO MANY

FEATURES, WE PROBABLY

SHOULD'VE RUN

A BIGGER AD.

The new 6044 professional audio adapter froiti AudioScience is fultof po-
fessional broadcast features. Like 4 balanced stereo inputs and 44:ictp.its,
4 record streams and up to 8 play streams, all in MP3. Plus MPEG Laier 2,
Dolby AC2 and linear PCM, pro -quality 24 -bit oversampling and a tdh]pping
100+dB of dynamic range with just .002% THD+N. Add in our exclusive MRX-
Multi-Rate Mixing, TSX' time scaling and SoundGuard transient JO ta
suppresors, along with drivers for Windows and Linux, and you'vs Fot a
card that's Built for Broadcast,'" at a price that's as tiny as this ac. Enjoy
more for less. Call us at +1-302-324-5333 or go to www.audioscieacccc.m.

(evirfaufaztag)

"PI & Play"
Buildings

M or FM - Pr cast Concrete Shelters
Faci & CP Saecif Design & Fabrication

All Equip ent Installed, Aired, &
Hig wer Tested rior To Site Placement

I - arious Sizes Provided

41-47

BALSYS
LTCCHNOLOCII- MOUP. INC j

Balsys Technolo Group, Inc.
930 Carter Roac #228 - 234

Winter Gard m, FL 34787
Tel: 07-656-3719
Fax: 407-656-5474

salesaaalsys.com
wwv.aalsys.com

Typically Provides Substantial Savings vs Site Buil! Facilities
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Field Report

Bias Soundsoap 2
By Gordon S. Carter, CPBE

OL1 dsoap 2 is the latest upgrade to Bias'
family of software designed to clean audio.
It runs as a stand-alone program or as a
plug-in for one of the many popular audio
editing software packages available. How-
ever, it will only allow installation on Win-
dows XP or Mac OSX. It will not install on
earlier operating systems.

Soundsoap 2 is noise re-
moval software. It will not fix
the problems of poor equal-
ization or poor equipment,
but it is designed to remove
hiss, hum, buzz and clicks. Bias
has other products to deal
with other audio problems.

I evaluated Soundsoap 2
using a laptop PC running
Windows XP Pro with Service
Pack 2 installed. I used the
software in stand-alone mode
and as a plug in for Adobe
Audition 1.5.

SoundSoap_2_

A

audio noise reductIon
Ng

r dig'tal Yirides_
divtal awl.° musec & dialogue

for 44,4;4.4 ot44 4. one

Performance at a glance
Easy to use

Reduces clicks, crackles, hiss, hum, buzz, rumble and
most other noise

Works stand-alone or as a VST, RTAS, Audio Units plug-in

Works with most audio editing software

Runs on Windows XP or Mac OSX

Getting started
When the program is first run, the window

that opens looks a bit like a radio. The
controls are few and it is easy to under-
stand their function.

On the left of the screen is a vertical slider
called Remove Click and Crackle. This
does exactly what it says it does. Use it in the
manual mode to get rid of record clicks and
similar problems.

To the right of the slider is a knob called
Noise Tuner. To the right of that is an oval
window split into left and right halves. To
the right of that is another knob called
Noise Reduction.The two knobs are used

together to tune out and reduce broadband noise such as
tape hiss.The window gives a visual representation of the
audio,the left half being before Soundsoap is applied and
the right half being after.

To the far right of the window is another vertical slider
called Enhance.The Enhance slider is a multiband com-
pressor with a bass and treble boost to raise lost frequen-
cies from poor or old recordings.

Below the knobs and the oval window is a series of
buttons.The Preserve Voice button modifies the automatic
processing algorithm to minimize the effect of the noise
reduction on voice. Music tends to mask the effect of the
noise reduction, so it is not necessary on music.

Next isa series of three radio buttons marked Broadband.
They are Off,On and Noise Only. One of these buttons may
be selected to activate, deactivate or monitor the charac-
teristic of the filtering of the audio.

At the far right of the oval window is a button marked
Remove Rumble.This function filters low -frequency noise.
To the left of that is another series of three radio buttons
marked Remove Hum They are marked 50Hz,60Hz and Off.
Use these to select the type of hum filter.

At the bottom of the Soundsoap window is a series of
controls to control the play of the audio,show the progress
of the audio and the elapsed time.There is also a button
marked Apply to apply the filtering.

Feel the power
The most powerful button in the Soundsoap window is

in the middle of the oval button window. It is marked Learn
Noise.To use it,simply open an audio file, press the Learn
Noise button and then play the audio.As the file plays you
will hear the audio being modified and the buttons and
controls will change as the filtering is applied. For audio
files that have changing noise characteristics, break the
audio into segments using the Edit pull -down. By setting a
Set Point I and a Set Point O,specific sections of audio can
be affected. There are also controls on the timeline that
users can grab to divide the file into areas for different levels
of processing.

I tried Soundsoap 2 with an old 78 record I had as a kid. It
was a recording of train sounds with a station call of the
Pennsylvania Railroad's famous Broadway Limited. I played
it for hours on end while playing with my trains. One day I
was pulling out the record and it stuck a bit and as I pulled
harder a piece broke off. By this time I was old enough to
work with glue, and actually managed to glue the piece back
on.From that time on the record always had a click -click as
it passed over the glue joints.There was also a general layer
of surface hiss and noise from repeated mishandling. My
wife recently pulled out this record and I tried to put it on a
CD for my grandson who is a budding train fan as well.
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. CAMS Cele.

The program :creel's are similar whether 'r is used stand-alone
(left) or as a VST pl (right).

My earlier attempts to clean up this record were moder-
ately successful, but I could never really get it to sound as
good as I would like. I tried it on Soundsoap
in the automatic mode and was amazed at
the results.The click and hiss were totally
gone and there was no audible change in
the audio.This is particularly amazing be-
cause a good part of the audio is steam
escaping, which is hard to distinguish from
white noise. I tried using the manual con-
trols and was able to achieve the same
results, but using the Learn Noise button
was much faster. I was not able to improve
on the results the program came up with.

I tried another audio file, which was an
interview originally recorded on a porta-
ble cassette recorder in the 1970s with a
hand-held microphone. Soundsoap was
able remove the tape hiss, but, as expected,
did nothing to improve the quality of the
desired audio.

In summary,Soundsoap 2 is an excellent
product for what it does. It is priced low
enough that even those only needing to
clean a few files can justify the purchase. If
you are in a position to be restoring or
cleaning a number of audio files, it is a
must -have piece of software.

Carter is chief engineer of WFMT, Chicago.

Bias

P 800-775-2427

F 707-782-1874

www.bias-inc.com

Esales@bias-inc.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
Radio magazine feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well -qualified
staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to
publish the results of any device tested,
positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval
he Radio magazine.
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Product Showcase

Sine Sys -ems

Model TTI-2 Time  Temperature  ID Delivery
 time and temperature delivery for automation
 60 eeconds of user recordaole storage
 programable self -triggering mode option .euifratun!
 professional male announcer voice
 temperature in Fahrenheit cr Celcius
 battery backed AC synchronized clock

615.228.3500
more w",w.sinesystems.com

Expect MORE From
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Your AM Transmitter

41111./=11.

Armstrong Tralsriitter X-10003 Made in 115.-1

int. HD Radio' - ready AM Transmitter for under $1CK

Buil: with dua hot-swappable 600
Watt RF modules capable of 150%
modulation, X -..000B can bring
that major rrarket Sound to your
racb station. Engineered wits the
latest, technolooica innovations,
X-1 DOOB offers high reliability,
buil:-in redu-dancy and it is HD
Racio-eady.

 HD Rada Is a regetered trade -lark of ,Bqtaty Noel Corporaon.

Bes: of all, our :us=omers tell us
that the money they save running
the X -1000B pays 'or itself with

AARMSTRONG

savings in electricity and
maintenance costs over an older
transmitter ...E id as E bonus they
get exceptiona reliability and that
major market :ound fD- free.
But, don't talc?. our word for it.
Talk to our customers a ready on -
the -air with the X-100011 Call or
email for a users list and decide
for yourself .vhy owning this
transmitter is o. no-brairer.

re/ :f15-672-1269 / sales@armstrIngtx.com / www.arrnsucngtx.com
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Reader Feedback

All uphill for IBOC

PRice wo e April Viewpoint. I just read
it. Your point is well taken: who is going to
promote digital radio to the masses? Ibiq-
uity is a technology broker. Radio has a big
enough job selling itself to advertisers.
Given the marketing challenges, I have to
wonder why a radio broadcaster that isn't
invested in Ibiquity or equipment manu-
facturing would invest in HD Radio?

Meanwhile, what happens when every
other medium has higher quality audio
than radio? We're already trying to get mul-
tiple channels out of a limited bandwidth.

I'm sure broadcasting will be around for
a long time, but we're so far behind the
curve that I hope there'sstill a strong future!

Chip Morgan
president, CMBE

Bridgport,VT

0Om. 0 /..1101111r
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Electron emission
I have to say thanks. I was surprised by

a boost of visitors

MEM
FC

Lam-

a...7t..""= OW WOO 4 Waal  1 Owl

ma.

this week until I no-
ticed that you chose
my website as the
Website of the Week
(Radio Currents e-
mail newsletter,
April 11). I was even
more surprised
when I saw that it
was a radio broad-
cast site that placed
the link. Your site at
beradio.com is a

new place on the Web for me to visit.
This was more interesting to me once you

know that my profession is a broadcast
engineer at a regional radio/TV station in
northern Holland (www.omropfryslan.nl).

Henk Dijkstra
webmaster

The Cathode Ray Tube site
mem bers.chello. n1/%7Eh.d ijkstra 19

On -track career
I really enjoy reading Radio magazine. I forward to

every issue. You always have great articles, and I learn
something new every time. I really enjoy the Facility
Showcase articles. I have built a few studios and these
articles always give me new ideas.

Why have I never seen an article or a feature on
developing the next generation of radio engineers? I am
a 27 -year -old man who wants to be a radio engineer more
than anything. My ultimate goal is to be a chief engineer.
I worked forClearChannel as a staff engineer for five years
and I am also going to a community college to study
electronics and computers.

I had some practical experience while working for Clear
Channel. I went to work for another company,but it didn't
work out. The Clear Channel CE wanted me back but the
GM froze the budget. I also do some contract engineering
and have built several studios in Sacramento for some
LPFMs. I am the contract CE fora high school radio station.

I started in 1996 as a board operator for KSTE, which was
then owned by Chancellor, which also owned KFBK-AM,
KHYL-FM and KGBY-FM. I was with those stations for nine
years and then Clear Channel bought the group. I worked
my way from board operator to staff engineer for Clear
Channel until I left in 2005.

I have several SBE Certifications and am eager to learn. I
don't have a lot of transmitterexperience.We had a contract
engineerdo that forus at ClearChannel. I would like tosee
more broadcast -engineer mentoring programs and more
stations offering internships in engineering. I have ap-
proached some engineers about mentoring, but they don't
have time or see a young guy like me as a threat, probably
because of the fear of showing me everything that he
knows will lead his employer to hire me for a lower wage.
I don't want to take anyone's job, I just want to learn more.

I have approached some contract engineersand I get the
same response.

I would like to see an article in your magazine that deals
with preparing the next generation of broadcast engi-
neers and what they need to know. The gray beards will
be retiring some day and I feel it is important now to start
training the next generation of broadcast engineers. I

would also be interested in any advice that you would
have for me.

Thank you for your time in reading this, and your mag-
azine is awesome.

Tim Parish, CBT CBNT CRO
timparish@hotmail.com

Sacramento, CA
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Looking to
touch your
listeners?

NMI/ .....
-7..11o%

APHEX MODEL 230 MASTER VOICE CHANNEL
Introducing the Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Charnel, the most powerful processor ever designed specifically for voice.

Voices will be bigger, more present, more intimate, more intelligible and more consistent. Its comprehensive complement of exclusive

proprietary features brings these benefits to any voice - from a thundering bombast to i whispering waif - without changing its essential quality.

IPA WM PIN. CASMCV, rriOESSCa.- -nao

I L.

BEAM

Every element A the Model 230 is superior to any other voice processor's similar function...

 The RPA tube preamp ifier presides warm -h, image and detail

 The Easyrider Compressor :or trots output levels withou pumping or breathing.

 The logic -Assisted Gate won t Else trigger or cut off wcrds.

 The Split Bind De-esser effecti.ely cuts sibi.ance without dulling

 The Big Bat-om and Aural Exciter aid resonance, depth, presina and clarity.

 The parametric E0 takes care cf any f-equency anomalies with surgical precision.

 Post -processing insert pint, -13118V and +4dBu analog outputs, 24/ 96 digital outputs en AES3,

S/PDIF ari Optical, word clock 1;0, and a :ough switch with soft mute allow the Model ".30 to

Le easily irerfaced int) any ss em.

So if you are looking to touch your listeners, you should be looking at -11..? Aphex Model 230.

www.aphex.com
© 2005 S s All Rights Reserved and mrefactund in tie USA

Genuine
API-4E4)C

h, Jesse Ca



New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

USB audio interface
Digigram
UAX220: This USB audio interface is sup-
plied in a 17cm x 22cm bag. The unit
features two balanced analog input and

two balanced analog
outputs on Neutrik
XLRs, 24-bit/48kHz res-
olution, a dynamic
range greater than
103dB (A -weighted)
and a 1/4" headphone
output. Once connect-
ed to a USB port on a

computer (Windows 2000 and XINac OS
X, Linux), the unit is automatically recog-
nized as a USB audio -compliant device
without needing additional drivers. Exter-
nal power is not required.

103-875-9100; fax 103-815-9161

www.tigigram cum: inputOrliqigram.com

Compressor limiter
DBX Professional Products
162SL: Based on the Blue Series 160SL
compressor limiter, this device offers a

maximum input level of 24dBu
balanced, and its connectors are
XLR,1/4" electronically balanced/
unbalanced,RFfiltered.The unit's
bandwidth is greater than 200kHz.
The system provides a dynamic
range of greater than 118dB and
a signal to noise ratio of +4dBu.

The threshold range for the compressor is
-40 to +30dBu and the limiter's threshold
range is +4 to +24dBu.

801-568-1660; fax 801-568-1662

www.dhproxam; cstomergilhxpro.aim

Codec pre -conditioner
Harris
Neustar Ultralink: Ultralink improves au-
dio performance and quality across plat-
forms that use data reduction or compres-
sion,including HD Radio,DRM,DAB,audio
over ISDN, satellite uplinking and Internet
streaming. The pre -conditioner uses a
determined amount of bits to eliminate
noise and reduce resolution on audio as it
passes through a codec so the true audio
signal is cleaned and properly conditioned
before transmission.

800-622-0022; fax 513-459-3890

www.hroadcastharris.com: broadcast@hartistom

Flat -screen mounting arms
Innovative Office Products

7500, 9120 and Arc
View: Model 7500
supports one moni-
tor up to 42 pounds,
tilts more than 200
degrees, offers nearly

16" of vertical movement,
extends27" and folds into 3" of space.

Cables are integrated inside the arm.The 9120 dual
side -by -side pole mount gives users up to 14" of

extension on the standard arm, with a tilt mechanism that
allows greater than 200 degrees of tilt -upward, downward
as well as portrait to landscape viewing modes. It provides
200 degrees of rotation at two pivot points. The Arc View
flat panel mounting system features an arched pole, to
support as many as four -flat panel monitors, ranging from
2' to 6' long. The system is specifically designed for users
needing a bank of monitors that can be arranged easily in
cockpit fashion.

800-524-2144; fax 610-253-9521

wwwkdarms.corn: sales@LCDarms.com

Broadcast furniture
Omnirax

I n nova: CAD/
CAM manufactur-
ing processes are
used in the fumi-
ture linetoensure
precision fit and
finish, repeatability
and ease of modification.
Layouts are fit tested and photo -documented prior to
shipment. Surfaces are typically high pressure laminate
with a variety of substrates. Other options include solid
surface and Marmoleum for countertops. Edges are fin-
ished with matching or contrasting tee -molding for com-
fort and durability
800-332-3393; fax 415-332-2601; VAWLOMIlifaLCOM: info@omnitax.com

Audio processor
Orban

Optimod-FM 8400 Signature series:This series features 10
European presetsand a newly designed front panel. A new
pointing device and large color LCD display make it easy
to navigate through the 8400's menus.The device offers the
same basic processing structures as the 8200. New distor-
tion cancellation techniques and overshoot compensa-
tion for the 15kHz lowpass filters yield clean and tight
control. All clipping occursat 256kHz sample rate, and the
clippers are fully anti-aliased. The processor offersTCP/IP
networkability as well as Orban's traditional dial -up PC
remote control.

510-351-3500; fax 510-351-0500

vibwathan.mm: custsem@orban.com
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Portable recorder, wave editor
EdiroIR4

R-4: Use the 40GB hard disk
drive for extended re-
cording and record
four channels at once.
The device can record

17 hours at maximum
sound quality or 58 hours at

CD quality. The portable record-
er can also edit waveforms on the

recorder itself. Choose 16 -bit or 24 -bit quantization and a
sampling rate of 44.1 kHz,48kHz or 96kHz. Save data asWAV
files. The four XLR/phone combo jacks come with switch -
able phantom power and give users a choice of mono,
stereo, stereo x 2 or four -channel recording. Digital input
and output is also provided. The recorder can also write
the required metadata to comply with the BWF standard.

360-594-4213; fax 360-594-4271: wwwedirolcom; sales@ediroleom

Transmitter building
Balsys Technology Group

Plug and Play: Each
precast concrete build-
ing is custom sized and
configured for the spe-
cific CP and its unique
requirements. Electri-
cal and physical spec-
ifications adhere to lo-
cal codes. All equip-
ment is installed pre -
wired and tested at the
Balsys Orlando facility. When delivered to the final site it is
placed on a user -supplied pad. Electrical and transmission
lines, phone lines or STLs are connected, the system is
proofed and the job is done. This process maximizes
efficiency, and minimizes on -site time.
407-656-3119: fax 407-656-5474: www.bafsys.com: balsysflonda©cs.com

Fanless PC
Hush Technologies

HushATX:Thisfanless
PC uses heal
dissipation
technology for

the CPU, North
bridge and GPU to keep

the computer quiet. Its front
panel features a power button, HDD LED,optional I/R, twc
firewire, two USB, and two 3.5mm audio jacks.

802-244-8302; fax 802-244-1938

WWW4CSUPPIPOKinfalOgal*COM

Cart replacement
OMT Technologies
lmediapix: This cart replacement software is useful for
live assist stations needing a commercial, ID and promo
playback system. An infinite number of categories can
be created.

888-665-0501; fax 204-783-5805; wwwomtnet omt@omtnet
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New Products

Vector
network analyzer
Rohde & Schwarz
ZVB:With analog and digital interfacesthis
analyzer offers dual -channel signal pro-
cessing and generation, recording and re-
playing of audio signals, a sampling rate tip

to 192kHz and comprehensive FVF analy
sis. Other features include user -program-
mable filters for analyzers and generators
and a jitter analysis and interface tester. The
unit features a vector network analyzer,
frequency ranges of 4GHz and 8GHz with
two or four test ports and balanced mea-
surements, mixed -mode S parameters.

410-910-7800; fax 410-910-7801

www.rohde-schwarz.com; info@rsa.rohde-schwarz.com

"There are sound reasons 411
why Hintror is is on
the label of euery
directional facility I am
rest onsible to maintain.'

After installing a new Kintronic Wide -Band Directional
Antenna System, Gary Ellingson said:

"Military specifications,
craftsmanship,
conservative design,
precision, geometrically
balanced; these are
just a few terms I
would use to describe
phasing equipment from
Kintronic Laboratories.

With Kintronic on your DA team, a
successful and maintainable system
is a realistic goal."

r Source

-"pry L Ellingson, CPBE
D rector of Engineering

Nor hwestern College Ratio
vNivC-Afo/Stoux Falls, SD

423.878.3141 fax 423.878.4224
Email: ktl@kintronic.com www kintronic.com

Upgrades and Updates
Broadcast Electronics has released a software
update for the Audiovault digital audio system. The
new version includes a text data interface and
dozens of new failsafe features. Version 9.0
improves TCP/IP and network delivery with a total of
37 enhancements. (www.bdcast.com)... In addition
to the Standard and Enhanced Apt -x algorithms, the
APT Worldnet Rio now incorporates MPEG Layer II
and III for increased compatibility with other audio
codecs. The system is also now available with an
SNMP option for remote operation. (www.aptx.com)
... The Sonifex S2 mixer now offers a 53 -LED
stereo meter panel. The S2 is a small format, modular
digital I/O analog mixer. (www.sonifex.co.uk)... The
HHB Portadrive, able to record more than 75 track/
hours of uncompressed 24-bit/48kHz audio onto a
removable 40GB hard disk, can be updated with
version 1.4 software. Enhancements of the software
include disk mirroring, USB target mode, IXML
support and improved auto -shutdown modes.
(www.hhbusa.com) Digidesign has released the
EQ III Digirack plug-in as a free download. This
high -resolution, double -precision 48 -bit EQ plug-in
is available for Digidesign Pro Tools and Avid
systems. EQ III supports TDM, RTAS and Audio Suite
formats, and is available in single -band, four -band
and seven -band configurations.
(www.digidesign.com) Nautel and Burk
Techrology have partnered to deliver the One
Connect interface, which provides a direct serial
link between Nautel transmission equipment and
Burk Technology's GSC3000 transmitter remote
control system. One Connect provides integrated
remote monitoring and control of the Nautel V10
transmitter with the GSC3000 using a serial
connection. (www.burk.com,www.nautel.com)...
Pristine Systems CDS32 version 3.0 includes
support and new features that allow stations to
integrate with the PRSS Content Depot. The newly
introduced File Express will retrieve audio files from
a Content Depot Storage Receiver and import them
into the station database using each file's Cart Chunk
data. (www.pristinesys.com) ... Clients of Media
Monitors services will be able to view the name of
the ad agency of record for advertisers, as well as
target demo for a particular spot or campaign. This
data will be applied to selected radio stations and
newspapers being tracked daily by Media Monitors.
(www.mediamonitors.corn)

Music, sound effects
Sound Ideas
Series 6000 ExtV:,Elements Cafe, 9 and Elements Cafe,
10: The General Series 6000 now includes 10 new audio
CDs and more than 1,200 new effects. The Series 6000
Extension V features: Drag Racing, Paintball and NASCAR
and FYeestyle Motocross effects. Elements Cafe, 9 offers
more than 420 imaging elements on one audio CD. Ele-
ments Cafe, 10 is a blend of more than 430 imaging
elements on one audio CD.

800-387-3030: fax 905-886-6800

www.sound-ideas.com: info@sound-ideas.com
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New ProductsTalkback intercoms
Sonifex

TB -6D, TB -6R: Ini-
tially designed to
interface with the
S2 mixer, the TB-

tiD desktop and TB -6R rack -
mount units can be used for general inter -studio talkback.
There are also versions that work with the Sonifex Station
Masterstudio switcher (TB -SD and TE3-SR). Each studio has
a desktop, a rack -mount or mixer -mounted intercom con-
taining a row of six switch buttons. Each switch button
connects to another studio and routes the presenter's
audio to it.

207-173-2424; fax 201-113-2422

www.inflependentaudio.com; infoGiidependentoutio.com

Tape label makers
Dymo
Rhino Pro series:The Rhino Pro 1000 labeling tool features
one -touch hot keys flagging and fixed length labels, plus
dedicated keys for common audio electrical and safety
symbols. The label maker works with Rhino Pro labels
1/2" wide. The 3000 labeling tool works with heavy duty
Rhino Pro labels up to '/2"wide. The 5000 meets ANSI/TIA/
EIA-606-A standards and features hot keys for automatic
formatting of labels for wires and cables, terminal blocks
and patch panels. The 5000 works with Rhino Pro labels
up to 3/4" wide.

800-426-1827; globallymo.com

Compact mixer
Rolls

MX152 Mixmate:Th is half -width, 1 RU mixer
can handle two microphones and three
stereo inputs. Each microphone channel
has a level and tone control. Stereo inputs
one and two have level ad-
justments and share bass and

treble controls, while stereo
input three has a level con-
trol only. The mic inputs art
on balanced XLR jacks, and
the stereo inputs and main
outputs are RCA jacks. An
included 12Vac adapter
powers the unit. Six rear -panel DIP switches

provide 12Vdc phantom power to the indi-
vidual inputs; sum the program material of
input three to mono; sum the overall output
to mono; provide priority ducking to input
three; and configure mic input one as a
paging input by ducking the other micro-
phone and the stereo inputs one and two.

801-263-9053; fax 801-263-9068

my/id:cam; rollarolls.com
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RADIUS STUDIO FURNITURE

plastic surface & trim iesign
highest quality materials
modular for flexibility
precision crafted
professional features
many options available

This studio

furniture line is
engineered for studio decors where non -
wood trims are a design goal. Available in a
wide variety of colors, this furniture will
complement any size market application. The
modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can
be imagined.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com
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New Products

Bandpass filter
Shively Labs

Series 2600:These bandpass fil-
ters feature a footprint1/3thesize
of filters with comparable perfor-
mance. Standard features in-
clude configurations of three and
four resonators, low loss and high
isolation and natural convection
or forced -air cooling. This filter is
useful for low -power and IBOC
installations and those who have
minimal space in their transmitter

equipment compartment.The filters
frequency range is 88MHz to 108MHz and
its I/O is 13/8" female flanged.

888-SHNIR fax 201-647-8213

wom.shively.coorsaleaslidely.com

Bandpass filter
Bartley Machine & Manufacturing

Ultra -Q series: Elimi-
nating RF interference
in VHF UHF 800MHz
and 900MHz applica-
tions, the active band-
pass filter system con-
sists of a bandpass fil-
terin a 19" rack -mount-

able unit, software for PC use and a power supply. These
filters offer high selectivity by eliminating adjacent -chan-
nel interference and offer programmable gain or attenua-
tion. After the parameters are set, the unit is disconnected
from the PC and all the information entered remains stored
in the filter's nonvolatile memory

918-388-0085: wwwhardern.com: nthanley@bardeym.com

10 -channel logger
Digital Juke Box

Multi Station Audio Logger: Users can ik_.()1 (1 as I Idl ds I ud11(111

streams in mono on a PC with this logger.The unit also records to MP3
files and can record 15-, 30- or 60 -minute files. Users can select days, hours, bit rates and record sample
rates. The logger uses multiple inexpensive audio cards and can be used with any PC with Windows XP
or Windows 2000 with a 256MB memory and at least a 40GB hard drive.

140-282-SOF1 tax 443-241-2514

mwiligkalukehecconcsalealigitalukbox.com

dirsca=mmill
AM PM

IMMO ME
.
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OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADS

6600 Series
Convection -Cooled Resistor Loads

Available in 6kW, 12kW & 20kW Power Ratings
Ideal for HD Applications
No AC Power Required

IRONIC RESEARCH INC.
. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687

870-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000
E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com

Web Site: http://www.altronic.com

Get your own copy!
Each month, the
Radio Technology Leader
brings you the latest
must -read information
about radic broadcasting:

FCC Update
 Managing Technology
Trends in Technology
*Facility Showcases
*Field Reports
 New ProdJcts
RF Engineering

Ra
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LE

-01+

BUILDING
on a short schedule
bun* SE1.0.4 FJI, .t ell

RFEnlineefeng

Trinds Technology

RIME01/4 tacit

To start your own FREE subscription, go
to er.pbsub.com/nn5012 and complete

the on-line application form TODAY!

T
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CD, DVD duplicators
Disc Makers

Reflex Max and Reflex Ultra: The Reflex
Max and Reflex Ultra towers are en-

closed in silver cases
with cooling vents on
the front and side pan-
els and a system of
cooling fans inside to

keep drive temperatures as much as
30 degrees cooler than other units. This prevents drives
from overheating and shutting down. The towers are built
with 52x CD -R and 16x DVD-R/48x CD -R Plextor drives. An
optional USB connection package is available that allows
users to send disc images directly from their PC or Mac to
the Reflex duplicator.

856-661-5532: fax 856-661-3455

www.discmakers.com: aadreMisanalcemem

.4.--

Hew Products

Sound library software
Creative Network Design

Netmix Pro:Thissoftware offers
Windows XP integration with
Avid ProTools,enabling ProTools
and Avid editors to search for
sound effects and production
music quickly, and transfer
sounds with the click of a button
into Pro Tools, Avid and many
other editing environments. Us-
ers can search, audition, track and manage
audio files. With playback up to 24 -bit and
192kHz, the software can be scaled to 100
users with a customizableserverdatabase.

866-511-7006: veiww.aastiveaetweadesiga.cam

ido@aealiveadvitablesiguom

Offset antenna
Patriot Antenna Systems
2.4 Meter antenna:This antenna is modeled after the 3.8and 3 meterantennas.
The system provides cross-pol and sidelobe rejection and is available in single
ordual optics. Like the 3.8 and 3 metersystems, the 2.4 will be a petalized design

that eases installation and reduces shipping charges. The antenna feeds are
interchangeable, which allows users to switch between C, Ku, Ka and X -Bands in

a matter of seconds.
800-410-3510; fax 517-629-6690

www.sepatietcom: idasepainotam

REmotE Broadcast Solutions!!!
Cif -cmalltW.ric

AII/G-745 I

PG101/14/1110 X
fr"  

- Mic/Line to Telephone Interface

Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

Di High quality, user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

, External power input with silent, auto -switching battery backup.

Di Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphones levels.

CircuitVVer es. Girt
352-335-6555
2805 ©ICED
altrz=zt Florida 32609. °ICI\

dI

TelTap - Pocket-Slzed
Manual Telephone Coupler

Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual
telephone coupler.

Send or receive telephone audio.

Mute Switch disconects all audio to or from
the phone line, bt.t leaves the TelTap connected.

Compact size & kw cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit addition for main or backup capabilities.

GO info on these S othEr
grEat remotE products at
www.circuitwErkes.com
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LBA Technology, Inc. is your proven

supplier of innovative, digital -ready

AM antenna systems. Our products
include tuning units, phasing systems,

multiplexers, AM/wireless isolation

systems and components for every

power level. We help hundreds of

broadcasters in the USA and

worldwide to --

Reach further -
sound better!

LBA Technology, Inc.
Broadcast and Telecommunications Antenna Products

LBA TunipoleTM
Folded Unipole Systems

Diplexer, Triplexer and
Phasor Systems

Antenna Tuning Jnits

LBA
3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834

ir 800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155
man Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www.Lbagroup.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price S 1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

CODER: Scann r9
COGEF: P'l rF IETEV.

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimgrii gorman-redlich.com

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crustal controlled synthe%ized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Got composite, need AES?

V =MO

II .

-r

The Total Digital Solution...

III

bdi

MI 
In

Broadcast Devices
(P) 914.7375032
(F) 914.736.6916
www.Broadcast-Devices.com

Our solutions to composite distribution include the
CDS series composite audio switchers and the CMP-300
Composite Audio Mixer/DA. Use your existing compos-
ite STL or stereo generator to drive AES input exciters
with our new optional CTD-1 plug in module for the
CDS series switchers! Don't buy an external silence
sensor either! We put one in the CDS-302 for you
already. We have the total solution for your distribution
needs! We prcvided an RBDS loop through for applica-
tion of RBDS to two exciters with one generator!

Today's digital broadcasting environment calls for
a digital solution. The AES-302 features a two input
digital switcher with automatic switching upon silence
or digital errors. Digital radio means you need more
outputs than ever. That's why we incorporated a four
output digital JA in the AES-302. We didn't forget about
analog either. There is a high quality analog output of
the selected input available too. Many solutions in one
package make the AES-302 indispensable for your
transmitter or studio switching.

Stop by the Broadcaster's General Store booth # N3304
in Las Vegas in April to see BDI products in action.

(0 Our client list continues to grow.
We would like to Thank -You

- for your confidence and your
MCORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$50.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX 1-11-111, AMX,

AB)c and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
c)nsole's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven w nner. Quality built products last and last and
lEst

Che:k or WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested anc
slipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
eiu pment....sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

Iwo

       0  0

00.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com
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Transcom Corporation
- FM Transmitters

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS EXCITERS
15 KW 1987 BEFM1 5A Used Continental 802B
3.5 KW 1986 Harris FM3.5K 'New* Nicom 20 w -synthesized
3.5 KW 1992 Harris HT3.5
5 KW 1982 Harris FM 5K NEW W TRANSMITTERS
5 KW 1984 Continental 815A Special Discount Pricing On:
6 KW 1995 Henry 6000D VHF AND UHF lOw to 10kw
10 kW 2001 Henry 10,000D-95 TV STL TV Antennas
20 KW 1978 Collins 831G2
20 KW 1991 Harris HT20 USED TV TRANSMITTERS
25 kW 1982 Harris FM25K 10kW VHF NEC PCN 1213
25 KW 1980 CSI -25 -FA (Amp Only) 30kW UHF RCA TTU-30A
30 KW 1986 BE FM30A
50 KW 1982 Harris Combiner USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

w/auto exciter -transmitter switcher BGW 85 Audio Amplifier
Crown D75 Audio Amplifier

USED AM IRANSANTIERS 'New* Denon 720R Cassette Player
1 KW 1983 Harris MW1A Solid State Potomac Phase Monitor AM 19
1 KW 1986 Harris SX1A Solid Stet' w/sampler
5 KW 1985 Continental 315R1 Potomac Phase Monitor 1901
5 KW 1982 Harris MW5A Digital 2Twr
5 KW 1983 Harris Gates 5 Solid State Sola Voltage Regulator 60hz
50 KW 1985 Continental 317C2 1KVA s -phase

Please go to our web site for updated listings
www.fmamtv.com

Retuning & Testing Available
CALL US FOR A QUOTE !

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax 215-938-7361

ellaWMAILOWIIITS

Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700  800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
Email:

rfp@rfparts.com
Jr Nk.

796. 3 2,,5

111 RIF PARTS"
COMPANY

10TEK
kW Power Amplifier
Price Breakthrough

FM500 Combined up to 4kW output power
Each FM500 is a self contained unit capable of stand
alone operation

Raise or lower can be performed from any of the
FM500s or remote raise lower

kW SERIES POWER AMPLIFIERS

Power Price
1.0kW $4,900
1.5kW 57 500
2.0kW $9,800
3.0kW $16,000
4.0kW $20,000

Visit our web site v.ww.ptekpower.com for full details

IDTEK 1814 Schooldale Drive San Jose CA 95124
408 448 3342 FAX 408 549 9991

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

*0 Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice. PTP. Okamura/Hata aid
FCC with Probe 3'm

'Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommardernA

4Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM-Pro T"'

Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3DTm

VS The ieader in broadcast
MMUNIC A r 1o,, engineering consulting

lt.S. esnaissiiisrusi Soft. arc software...a r........... Com. 'tine

oft

www.v-soft.00ri 800 743-3684

OMNIRAX
BROADCAST FURNITURE

Custom Image Room Furniture

Force 36 MF

Why Omnirax?
 Excellent collaborative custom design ability.

o you get exactly what you want
 Unique COMbination of 'tile. functionality

and ergtxkmucs

III Fanatical attention to detail
MI 15 man of expenence
le 10096 satisfaction guaranteed

P. O. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.1607

www.cannirax.com info@omnirax.com
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Simply Simple.
Call or visit us online

New Products

New Suppliers
New Technologies

New Catalog Every 90 Days!

MOUSEREL EC T R O N I C S

(800) 346-6873 www.mouser.com
Mewl. and Maw I ioatr onx4) ore bmIonwl.f. of Mouser I heationics,

Tien ndri
0 G

0

Tieline i-Mix G3 delivers
Athens games to millions
of Americas sports fans.

Read the full story.

www.tieline.corrvbe,lathens

0 r er your free demo today

Quality Equipment, Low Price
FOR 200$1

950 Mhz
Composite STL

Digitally Tuned

Composite &
Mono Input

$ 949
$1695

100 W FM Amp. $ 995
250 W FM Exciter $2495
250 W FM Amp. $1795
500 W FM Amp. $3995
1KW FM Xmitter $5995
2KW FM Xmitter $6995
1KW FM Amp. $5449

isgroadcast.com 950 Mhz STL sys. $2995

20 W FM Exciter
100 W FM Exciter

STL Licensing & Coordination

FCC Certified
St-K' FM Stereo Transmitter

GET ON -THE AIR, STAY ON -THE -AIR!
V 50W F F output, continuous duty!
v Auto protect with auto soft fail &

auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digita display of all Farameters
V Perfect for LPFM and Translators, as

well as stand-alone exciters

What's the
bottom line?
To stay on -the -air!
The PX50 was designed with
that in mind! Auto monitoring
of all parameters, with auto-
matic power reduction and
restore on VSWR and tempera-

ture errors! No more down t me, AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus
the FX50 is FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (ID: PF3PX50) and Industry
Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you will never have to worry about non-
compliance Get on the air QUICK --and STAY on the air, with the PX50!

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC
590 Fishers 5.tation Dnve  Victor, NY 14564
800-446-2295  585-924-4560
vinewramseretectronics.com
Providing Value And Performance For Over TO Years!

Bay Country
.4tEIROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment online at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph 877-722-1031  Fax: 443-596-0212
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: sales@baycountry.com

3
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For Sale For Sale Professional Services

Your best source for new and used
Radio Broadcast Equipment

Pressman Engineering &Technology
We have a nice selection of previously used equipment at

bargain prices. Please let us know what you are interested in!

Call us! We buy used studio equipment.

CHECK OUT our latest list of equipment
on-line at: www.pressman.net

8601 SW 102 Avenue  Miami, Fl 33173
105-215-0524  (fax) 786-999-0709  mail@pressman.net

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
Number 888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Services

Tennessee Tower Service
AM -FM  Broadcast  Cellular
Tower Installation  Antenna

Line Installation  Complete Civil Work
Blasting  Tower Painting

DICK BAIN, Owner
111 Allen Dr.
Tazewll, TN 37879

M: 1-423-526-9041
Ph: 1-423-626-5453

Fax: 1-423-626-0552
Email: tntowerservice@yahoo.com

Call about our 2005 tower painting specials.

"DESIGNED TO FIT!"
"AFFORDABLE QUALITY STUDIOS"

S
HIGH QUALITY STUDIO FURNITURE &RACKS'

STANDARD OR CUSTOMIZED SYSTEMS'

GREAT STYLING AND FUNCTIONALITY!

PRE -BUILT STURDY MODULES FAST SETUP,

' ' "CUSTOM DESIGN SELECTION!"

CALL US AT 800-776-3660
SEE US AT spacewise.com

SPACEINISE.

Srui:NO FIRM7YRENIC

"We're Broadcast E rienced-,

Structural Analysis

Cni
Research. Inc.

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com
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By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?
The Harris Phase Fixer consisted of two

compact rack -mounted units. The first, a
pilot encoder, injected an inaudible pilot

Sample and Hold
What is the main reason you

radio'

\nll ( .111'1

Cre

t I \

Source: Arbitron/Edison Media Research, Internet and Multimedia
2005, The On -demand Media Consumer.

signal on the audio as it was
recorded onto tape. The second
unit was the time base corrector. When an encoded
tape was played, the time base corrector was automat-
ically enabled, electronically reducing stereo phase
error and flutter to insignificant levels.Tapes that were
not encoded were played normally.

According to ads, the Phase Fixer improved the on -
air sound by eliminating cancellation drop -outs and
retrieving missing musical notes. The system used
existing cart recording and playback equipment, and
carts without modification. In 1985 Harris advertised
that the source material could sound five to 10 times
better. One Phase Fixer system could accommodate
all the tape source machines at a station.

That was then

This photo of the NBC Master Control Room at
111 Sutter St. in San Francisco was taken some-
time between 1927 and 1942. At the extreme left
is the Morse code operator's position, where the
NBC Pacific Division communicated with New
York,Chicago and other cities in the network. In
the center is a panel containing the studio ampli-
fiers, bridging equipment, power and testing
equipment. This area also houses a panel with
the incoming broadcast lines and audio lines
from other points in San Francisco. On the far
right wall are generator controls with a cable
cabinet. To the right of that is the supervisor's
desk, and the dc switchboard is at far right.

Source: www.adams.net/-jfs/, San Francisco Radio
History Photo Archive
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The Wheatstone GENERATION -5
has the POWER and FEATURES

Stations Demand the MOST

LOTS More!
Our Generation -5 provides your operators

with a straightforward traditional control surface
coupled with all the benefits of digital technology. It
gives you the flexibility of system -wide source, mix and
destination control (any signal anywhere), a powerful
mix -minus section and a complete event store, name
and recall system. One wire from this surface can
control THOUSANDS of wires in your technical
operations center.

And while the G-5 feels like an analog console,
its DSP-based mixing engine keeps your digital sources
digital while converting analog sources to switched
digital, eliminating crosstalk and noise. It can furnish
remote and telcom functionality on any input fader
without fear of feedback-a real plus in back-to-back

daily operations. Its built-in graphic displays keep
operators on top of things with just a glance. And since
the ent re system is software based, you can accom-
modate any format with a press of a button.

Like all our Generation Series consoles, the C-3
has complete failsafe options available, such as
automatic fail -over DSP and CPU cards and redundant
power supplies. We car even prcvide scheduling
software and studio mounted satellite cages that can
be configured to mix independently from your main
rousing system.

At WHEATSTONE we've built and sold over a
thousand digital audio consoles. The G-5 is a
culmination of all that experience Benefit from cur
expertise - choose WHEATSTONE!

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562
252-638-7000 / www.wheatstone. corn / salesowheatstone.com

copy-ight 0 2004 .1z, Wheatstone Corporathn



A Behind Every GOOD CONSOLE

There's an EVEN BETTER ROUTER

GENERATION 4
A Straightforward, Easy -to -Use Control Surface

There's no
long learning
curve required
to immediately
start using this tradi-
tional layout specifically
envisioned for operators
of all skill levels.

BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY enables the GEN-4 surface
to operate far beyond the limits of its studio main-
frame. Integration with the Bridge digital audio
network router provides systemwide access to all
station on -air and off -air audio resources via inter -
linked CAT -5 or fiberoptic cable. And of course, we all know
EXPERIENCE COUNTS! With over eighty Wheatstone Generation control surfaces
already operating in the field, you can be assured your installation will proceed
smoothly and on time.

s one. om


